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ABSTRACT 
The field of  political psycho logy - focuses on �pecific 
political behavior a� it relate s  to a total mea sure of the 
individual .  Thi s research effort chose as a pos s ible 
summation of  that totality the value sys tem, defined as any 
individual ' s  description of hi s total image of  the world and 
the behavior which he prefers in dea ling with that world . 
Within thi s  perspective, political attitude s are the result 
of the expres s ion of a broad and abstract value sys tem with 
reference to a specific atti tude obj ect.  
The research design utili zed Q methodo logy to gather 
empirical descriptions of values systems toward a political 
issue, i . e . ,  welfare in the United States , from a sample 
of college students chosen to represent different fie lds of 
study . Q factor ana lysi� of the resul ts of a Q sort of 
values and a Q sort of welfare attitudes revealed types of 
persons with similar value sys tems and type s  of persons 
wi th simi lar welfare atti tudes .  The relationships between 
the two then were examined . 
The re sults confirmed , to a degree, the expec ted 
proj ection of value sys tems into specific atti tudes .  The 
attitudinal s truc tures of individuals could be explained in 
part by reference to value systems which were as sociated 
wi th each attitude . Q methodology proved to be a useful 
approach to the measurement of  the subj ective nature of 
i i  
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values and attitudes , despite the unavoidable shortcomings 
of the research design . Finally , the results provided a 
basis for the discussion of  the general nature of value 
systems and their implications for American politics . 
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CHAPTER I 
·POLITICAL PSYCHOLOGY AND POLITICAL BEHAVIOR 
The landmark works in the field of  pol itical 
p sychology emphas i ze ·the need to view pol itical behavior 
as a segment of the total ity of the individual ,  not as an 
isolated stimulus-response set or as an observable 
manifestation of some system of specifically political 
beliefs within the individual .  From the perspective of 
political p sychology , political behavior is  dependent upon 
an individual ' s  total image of the world , his particular way 
of looking at that world . Research in thi s  field , then , is  
an attempt to use the concepts and perspective of  individual 
psychology to include in the investigation of politics the 
sum of experience and existence each person brings to hi s 
political actions . 
As an application of thi s perspective to a specific 
situatiori; this  the�is is a� examination of  the relation­
s hip of personal values to people ' s  perceptions of one 
policy area , welfare in the United State s . The remainder 
of thi s chapter reviews the research foci generally 
associated with the emerging discip l ine of pol itical psy­
chology , especially those studies providing a background for 
the concern with the relationship of personal value s  to 
policy expectations ; Chapter I I  outl ines the research design 
1 
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for me as uring values,  policy orientations ,  and the relation­
ships between the two ; Chapter III presents the res ults of 
the research in terms of types of value sys tems and types 
of  attitudes toward we l fare ; Chapter IV focuses on the 
expression of  value sys tems in specific po litical atti tudes ; 
the final chapte r  evaluations the methodologi cal perspective 
o f  the rese arch and offe rs some conclus ions about the nature 
of value sys tems ,  the ir expression in the pol icy orientations 
of indivi duals, and thei r  implications for Ameri can 
politi cs . 
The Focus of Poli ti cal Psychology 
As one begins to dis cus s  psychology and poli tics or 
a focus on the psychoiogical aspects of political behavior, 
the impli cation o ften emerges that such a purs uit leads 
down the path of reductioni �m, i . e . ,  the attempt to explain 
complex phenomena by investigating only one element of the 
total subj ect matter (Greenstein, 1969, p .  19) . A 
literature· revi ew including-many of  the empi ri cal s tudi es 
presents a conception o f  political psychology as a proces s  
of  ever-narrowing focus, an unre as onable concern with 
res tri cted matte rs use ful only be cause the dis cipline of 
psychology has produced a s torehous e of techniques,  tes ts ,  
and measurements whi ch can be di rected a t  politi cal behavio r .  
Such a pe rception undeniab ly views politi cal psychology 
as the type of s cience des cribed by Kenneth Boulding 
.3 
as "the process of substituting unimportant ques tions whi ch 
can be answered for important quest ions which cannot . "  
(Boulding , 1 9 5 6 , p .  1 6 4 )  
The focus o f  political psychology , however , is  not 
as narrowing as the word focus .implies ; it i s  broad and 
inc lusive , extend ing to the set of all personal factors 
important to the inve stigation of political act ion . By 
bringing the per sonality into.hi s conceptual scheme , the 
pol itical scientist cannot avoid awarene ss of the environ-
mental factors--past , present , and future--which af fect 
the personality and , there fore , political behavior . As the 
fol lowing review of key works demonstrates , the maj or thrust 
of political psychology suggests that any attempt to 
isolate political behavior and its causes from the tota lity 
. 
of the person and his environment is a narrowing of focus 
which will add l ittle to our understanding of human 
behavior . 
Early in this  century , Graham Walla s critic i zed 
modern pol itical sc ience for its neg lect of human nature 
and for its commitment to the notion that all human behavior 
is the re sult of the inte llectual calculation of des ired 
ends and the best means for reaching those ends (Walla s , 
1 9 2 l , ·PP· 35- 4 9 ) . In Psychopathology and Politics , a 
precursor of an eventual ava lance of empirical inve sti-
gations in po litical p sychology , Harold Las swe ll attempted 
to di scover the developmental experiences that are 
s ignificant for the political traits and interests of  
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adults who engage in political activity (La s swell, 1960) . 
Case studies of a small number o f  politica l activists who 
were under some degree of  institutional care led Las swell to 
devise an equation which would describe the developmental 
history of the political man . Private motives, he said, 
organi zed i� relation to the self and the family, are dis­
placed from those obj ects to public obj ects . The p ·ol itical 
man then rationali zes thi s displacement in terms of the 
public interest . 
Las swell suggested several reasons why politic s serves 
as an obj ect for displacement . The state a s  a symbol of 
authority provides a convenient obj ect for the displacement 
of those motives toward the family's power and authority 
which the individual otherwi se can or wi ll not express . 
Consequently, defiance of  governmental authorities may 
replace the defiance of family authority and serve as a 
surrogate source for feeling s  of self-puni shment, martyrdom, 
and failure . Politics, as a mechani sm for the express ion 
and resolution of social confl ict, presents the individual 
with patterns of behavior which can be seen as i somorphic 
with the structure of family and interpersonal relation­
ships . Identi fication wi th others and emotional responses 
such as aggression and narci s si sm, usually expres sed in 
response to the family or other individua ls, are proj ected 
easily to political obj ects . Finally, the ambiguity and 
remotene s s  of political symbols allow the individual to 
displace hi s private motives and identifications on the se 
familiar obj ects ( Lasswell, 1960, pp . 173-93). 
5 
Later, Las swell argued more speci fically that power 
i s  a value which i s  organi zed and distributed through the 
institutions of government ( La sswell,  1948 , p .  17). Man 
seeks thi s  power to overcome his sense of deprivation and 
his low self-esteem . This  proces s  is fac il itated when 
deprivation is not severe enough to c'ause complete with­
drawal and when man expects the process to be more fruitful 
in relieving his sense of deprivation than any alternative 
course of action ( Lasswell, 1948 , pp . 39-41). 
More important than the spec ific hypothe ses or 
research that resulted from Lasswel l ' s  work were the 
suggestions he offered of how psychologists and psycho­
analysts could contribute to pol itical science . Cl inic ians 
are especially attuned to the personal ity as a whole . 
Because of  the pos s ible effects of their therapy and re­
search, they must remain aware of the tota lity of the 
personality and man ' s  behavior, rather than commit themselves 
to one i solated element as the explanation of that behavior . 
They must use not only log ical and traditional means of 
discovering real ity but also free- fantasy, unstruc tured 
6 
method s .  The Freudian approach to psychology encouraged 
those who dealt with the personality to treat systematically 
every element of the man as a part of an interrelateq set 
of elements, as a part of a whole per sonality (La s swell, 
196 0, pp . 15- 16, 23, 3 7 ) .  The maj or Freudian contributions 
to political science are the unstructured free-as sociation 
interview, the emphasis on the irrational behavior com­
ponents and the importance of childhood experience, and a 
body of psychoanalytic literature dealing with politic s and 
his tory ( Rogow , 196 9, pp . 210- 13) • . 
One potential contribution of Freud and the disci­
pline of psychology to·political science has failed to 
attract the recognition and acceptance achieved by other 
psyc�ological tools . The use of the single case or small 
number of cases , not only in the study of leaders or 
activists but in the study of the political behavior of the 
average citizen , is prevalent only in the maj or works in 
political psychology .  A s  a means for developing new 
perspectives and for conducting the continued re search 
necessary for the gorwth of the discipline, it is less 
prominent . The research results to be discussed in the 
coming chapters will indicate the need to remember that 
"Newton did not require a hail of apples to develop a new 
frame of reference " (Devereux , 195 1, p .  3 3 0).  
Another milestone in political p sychology is The 
Authoritarian Personality , an attempt to explain those 
7 
underlying d�spo sitions whi ch support an authoritarian 
personal ity, {Adorn , et al. , 1 9 5 0 ) . This  massive study , 
focusing on the origins of ethnocentrism and author itar iani sm , 
inspired countless pieces of empirical research , critic ism , 
and theore tical reformulations ( see , for example , Christie 
and Hahoda , 1 9 5 4 ;  Rokeach , 1 9 6 0: and Sanford , 197 3 )  but 
its ba sic perspective went unchall enged: that persona lity 
is  not the sole determinant of ideology- or behavior but it 
is  a contributing factor . Personality interacts with a 
changing social environment to determine the ideo logy or 
pol itical perspective of the individual . Implicit through­
out the study is the view that a person ' s  outlook on life 
can be similar in all areas of human concern: the family , 
sex ,  interper sonal rela tionships in general , economics ,  
religion , and politics . Whi le thi s doe s not mean that we 
can predict all if we know and under stand one , it does 
suggest that we cannot compar tmenta lize behavior and attr ibute 
subsets of it to di stinct sets of values or be liefs . 
The work of Rober t E .  Lane has reinforced the con­
ception of pol itical behavior a s  the result of the totality 
of human values , environment , and experience .  In regard to 
an electoral situation , Lane found tha t personality factors 
affec t both the individual ' s  perception of stimuli as well 
as his responses to those stimuli ( Lane , 195 5 ) . In pro­
longed , in-depth interviews wi th members of the ma ss 
u 
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United States voting population, he examined the roles of 
class and status, economics,  and ego strength in the formu­
lation of crude ideologies and political perceptions (Lane, 
1 9 6 2 ) . Moving to more expressive subj ects ,  members of the 
college student elite, he more closely linked needs of the 
individual to political ideas and actions which men choose 
to serve those needs ( Lane, 1 9 6 9 ) . While needs and 
personality are the primary interest in these studies, Lane 
saw them generally as merely a focal point, a funneling 
mechanism through which individual needs and past experience, 
social and cultural patterns in the environment, learning 
strategies and intelligence, and politica l and soc ial 
beliefs systems already pre sent are expres sed and become 
� part of any political thought and action ( Lane, 1 9 6 2 , 
pp . 4 15 - 4 1 6  and Lane, 1 9 6 9 , pp . 4 8- 4 9 ) . 
Students of political behavior have used a variety 
of techniques and subj ect matters to tap the linkage 
between politics and some general conception of the 
totality of the individual . Social p sychological attributes 
( such as dominance, anomie, and alienation ) and personality 
attributes (hostility, paranoid tendencie s ,  and rigidity 
are examples ) may be as sociated with holding a general ly 
conservative ideology (McCloskey, 1 9 5 8 ) .  A person ' s  
introversion or extraversion, tough- or tender-midednes s ,  
and his susceptibility to conditioning may reveal itself in 
9 
his political opinions ( Eysenck , 1 9 5 4 ) . 
Abraham Mas low ' s theory of motivation a l so has served 
as the framework for some investigations of politica l 
behavior. Thi s theory postulates a hierarchy of needs 
beginning with physical needs , followed·by safety , love , 
self-esteem , and self-actuali zation . Before a person 
attempts to meet needs further up the hierarchy , the lower­
level needs must be satis fied (Maslow ,  1 9 4 3 ) . The political 
manifestations of this hierarchy are further evidence that 
political behavior can be analyzed in terms of some 
general ized summation of the person ' s  personal ity and his 
existence a s  part of and in union with his larger environ­
ment (Davie , 1 9 6 3  and Knutson , 1 9 7 2 ) . S imilarly , those who 
define pol itics as that category of actions best explained 
by the means and implications of controlling the more remote 
environment (McDonal id , 1 9 6 5, p .  9 )  are looking at the 
subj ect in this broader context although the emphas i s  may be 
slightly dif ferent . 
Moving from the study of  the functions that specific 
opinions and attitudes may serve for the individual ( Smith , 
Bruner , and White , 1956 ) ,  M .  Brewster Smith devised a 
framework which summarizes much of  the previous theoriz ing 
about what should be considered in any analy s i s  of  
personality and politics ( Smi th , 1 9 6 9 ) . Thi s  map for 
analysis includes five maj or elements or pane l s . The end 
1 0  
panel is political behavior as affected by the other ele­
ments . First , distal soc ial antecedents contribute to the 
environment in which personality and attitude s develop . 
These antecedents include historical , economic , political ,  
and societal factors which set the basic boundaries of 
personality , social norms, s ituations , and attitude obj ects . 
They may be distant conceptually as wel l  as temporally . 
These antecedents affect not only the social environment 
of personality development but al so the immediate antecedent 
of action , the situation . The second element , the soc ial 
environment in which the personality develops and attitudes 
form , includes the situations , socialization , and relevant 
social norms which lead the individual to rely on one 
particular functional bas i s  of attitudes in his political 
behavior . The central panel of the map is  the arena of 
personality proces ses and di spositions . The focus here is  
on the functions which attitudes can serve for adj ustment 
of the person : obj ect apprai sal , social adj ustment , and the 
externalization of inner requirements ( s imilar to Las swell ' s  
displacement of private motives ) .  The role of thi s  
personality element in the determination of political 
behavior is  altered by the fourth panel , the s ituation as 
immediate antecedent of behavior . Political behavior is  not 
a static receptor in a l l  of thi s  activity� it feeds back as 
a modifying agent into one ' s  personality dispositions , the 
1 1  
situation as perceived by the individual , the ·social environ­
ment , and the role of distal antecedents of behavior (Smith , 
19 6 9 ,  p .  2 5 ; for a more lucid description of the framework 
than that given above or that given by Smith himself , see 
Greenstein , 1 9 6 9 , pp . 2 5 - 2 8 ) . 
Two maj or problems remain which must be confronted 
before the inquiring political psychologi st can attempt to 
measure , analyze , and understand these linkages between the 
person and politics . First , the panels of  Smith ' s  map may 
define or at least suggest the parameters within whi ch the 
individual acts in regard to politics , but they do not 
provide us with a pars imonious way to look at one person 
and analy ze his actions . How does one assess and measure 
the impact of distal social antecedents ,  the social 
environment , the si tuation , and the personality upon a 
person ' s  political behavior? 
Secondly , political psychologists should reduce the 
abundance of  terms and de finitions produced through the 
years to a more cohesive set of interre lated concepts which 
they can use in the investigation of relationships which 
apparently exi st in this  area . Certainly we should avoid 
the semantic myth , that the basic defect of behavioral 
science is  lingui stic (Kaplan , 1 9 6 4 , p .  7 1 ) ; definitions are 
easy to find . A set of concepts both di stinct and comp le-
·mentary which , at the same time , serve to c lari fy some of 
1 2  
the confus ion discussed previous ly seems to be a promi sing 
way out of the wilderness of political psycho logy .  
Political Psychology and the Study of Values 
Mi lton Rokeach has provided probably the most 
inclusive discus sion of the units of  analys is  which have 
evolved from the search for a measurement of  thi s totality 
of the individual . In his attempt·to clarify some of  the 
confusion resulting from The Authoritarian Personality , 
Rokeach examined the pos sibil ity that man ' s  be lief system 
is a state of  mind general enough to he lp explain many kinds 
of behaviors ( Rokeach , 1 9 6 0 , pp . 7- 8 ) . Thi s  belief system 
i s  a person ' s  total way of  looking at and coping with the 
world ; there i s  no political belief system or religious 
belief sys tem which
-
can be isolated from other belief 
systems . Rokeach defined his concept as " all the be liefs , 
sets , e�pectancies , or hypotheses , conscious or unconscious , 
that a person at.a given time accepts as true of the world 
he lives in " (Rokeach , 1 9 6 0 , p. 33) and " each and every 
bel ief and disbelief of every sort the person may have 
bui lt up about the phys ical and social universe he lives 
in" (Rokeach , 1 9 6 0 , p .  35) . The be lie f  sys tem serve s two 
maj or functions for the individual : it produces a cognitive 
framework for understanding the world as it is and it 
operates as a defense mechani sm to filter information so 
that that which is  threatening can be avoided ( Rokeach , 
1 9 6 0 , p. 6 7 ) .  
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The be lief system , then , is a col lection of a number 
of  individual be liefs , each of  which can be defined as 
"any s imple proposition , consc ious or unconscious , inferred 
from what a person s�ys or doe s , capable of being preceded 
by the phrase ' I  believe that . • .  ' . "  (Rokeach , 1 9 6 9 , 
p .  11 3 ) . Rokeach distinguished belief from a commonly used 
synonym , attitude , " a  relatively enduring organization of  
be liefs around an obj ect or situation predisposing one to 
respond in some pre ferential. manner" (Rokeach , 1 9 6 8 , p .  11 2 ) . 
He also provided useful definitions of opinion and ideology 
as well as values , the maj or obj ect of intere st in this 
research. 
The numerous definitions ascribed to the term values 
document the intere st of social scientists in the term. 
Consider , for example , the definition of Harold Las swell 
and Abraham Kap lan . In this scheme , values are those 
desired events or goals which political activists demand 
(Lasswell and Kaplan, 1 9 5 0 , pp. 1 6- 1 7 ) . The most important 
types of values for the convern of political inquiry are 
we lfare-oriented , those goals of self-maintenance of the 
person , and deference-oriented , desires to be cons idered 
and taken into account as a person in social s ituations . 
Deference values include respect , affection , moral 
14 ·. 
rectitude , �nd power , the most important as a focus for 
political inquiry ( Lasswel l  and Kaplan , 1 9 5 0 , pp . 5 5 - 5 8 ) . 
Another definition of value s , wel l  suited to the 
discussion of  the social system . level of inquiry , is  that 
of Talcott Parsons : " an element of  a shared symbolic 
system which serve s as a criterion or standard for se lection 
among the alternatives of orientation which are intrins­
ically open in a situation " (Parsons , 1 9 51 , pp . 12- 1 3 ) . 
And , in looking at the values of  individuals , Smi th saw them 
as a·generali zed form of attitude that " define a person ' s  
orientation toward life in terms of the things he deems 
most important" ( Smith , 1 9 4 9 , p .  4 77 ) .  Simi larly , values 
may be a more central clustering of attitudes which , as a 
uni t ,  motivate behavior over time toward some des ired goal 
( Hollander , 1 9 6 7 , p .  1 5 1 ) . Other definitions s imply 
describe them as·obj ects to which people respond with some 
degree of interest or evaluation (Lorr , 1 9 7 3 , p .  1 3 9 ) .  
Returning to Rokeach , the political scientist can 
find a re latively c lear proposal of where and how values 
fit into the totality of an individual .  A value is a 
central and enduring be lief that some way of  behaving or 
end-state of  existence is  pre ferable or desirable ( Rokeach , 
1 9 6 9 , p .  1 2 4  and 1 9 7 3 , p .  5 ) . Furthermore , the se values 
are organi zed into an enduring value system , a rariking of 
the person ' s  values in terms of the ir importance to him as 
. 1 5  
they are used to guide hi s daily choice and dec ision 
behavior , to maintain his self-esteem , adj ustment to reality , 
and ego-defenses , and to seek a working knowledge of  hi s 
environment and himself ( Rokeach , 1 9 6 8 , p .  1 2 4  and 19 7 3 , 
pp . 5-1 6 ) . Rokeach argued that since man ' s  values are a 
representation of the whole which wi ll influence and become 
a part of most behavior that social scientists observe , 
va lues and their organi zation shou ld become the focus of 
concern for those interested in the behavior of individuals 
( Rokeach , 1 9 6 8 a , p. 31 ) . 
This  perspective may be compared to that of  Kenne.th 
Boulding's image . Behavior depends upon an individual ' s  
image , his subj ective knowledge , that which he believes to 
be true as a re sult of all of  hi s past exper�ence ( Boulding , 
1 9 5 6 , pp . 5- 6 ) . Included in a person's total image are 
his images of value , the ranking of the many elements of  
one's image of reality on a scale of some col lection of  
desires or preferences . The se va lue scales are not simply 
static units within the person's total image of the world 
( Boulding , 1 9 5 6 , pp . 11- 1 2 ) . According to thi s  theoretical 
perspective , the scientist is not concerned with what " is "  
by some external source of authority ; he is concerned wi th 
what seems to be to those particular people in question . 
Obviously , this view of man i s  not new . Niccolo Machiavelli--­
wrote in the s ixteenth century that " the great maj ority of 
16 
mankind are satis fied with appearances , as though they were 
realities , and are often even more influenced by the thing s 
that s eem than by those that are "  (Machiavelli , 195 0 , 
p .  182) . What i s  important for·political psychology is the 
emphas i s  on values as a central element o f  one's total 
image of the world and himself . The concept of value system 
emerges as that element in individuals which repre sents hi s 
general preferences and views of what his behavior should 
be . If there i s  some unit or measureable quality in people 
which expres s e s  who or what they are as a person , the value 
system may serve a s  a useful measure. Through it , the 
individual's personali ty , social environment , distant social 
and cultural antecedents ,  and reaction to the immediate 
situation may be manifested in such a way that a specific 
type of behavior , such as political behavior , may be linked 
clearly to the sum of these influences . 
Other disciplines have used the concept of values 
much more than has political science . A strong relation� 
ship has appeared between value s and o·ccupa tional choice 
( Simpson , 196 0; Schwarzweller ,  196 0; Larson and Sutker , 
196 6; and S tone , 193 3 ) .  Social psychologi sts have focused 
on values because they are the traditional concern of 
other discipline s , they have a strong element of motivation 
involved within them , they are more economic s ince there 
are fewer belie f s  describable as values than as attitudes ,  
and values not only determine behavior directly but shape 
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the nature of attitudes (which then may influence behavior) 
as wel l  (Rokeach , 196 8a ,  p .  14) . Since each attitude and 
value can be associated with many other attitudes and 
values , however , it is not easy to establish a l inkage 
between any two . With a storehouse of possible values and 
an unl imited number of political attitudes and behaviors to 
choose from , political scientists have not engaged in any 
widespread assault on the problem , although some attempts 
may be mentioned . 
Autocratic tendencies on scales of authoritariansim , 
rel igious conventionalism , political-economic conservatism , 
and conception of the family differentiated between people 
holding different attitudes toward candidates in the 196 4  
presidential election (Kerpelman , 196 8) . Those persons 
with more conservative and �rthodox re ligious views were 
more likely to support United States policy in Vietnam in 
1968 , the assumption held in this case that rel igious 
feel ings were more generalized attitudes (or a type of 
value) from which specific pol itical attitudes might result 
( Baer and Mosele , 1971) . In a similar study of attitudes 
toward war , a general value of compulsion helped to explain 
an association between certain specific personal ity factors 
(neuroticism , extraversion , misanthropy , and discipline) 
and specific ideologi cal commitments such as militarism , 
conservatism , and nationalism (Eckhardt and Alcock , 197 0) . 
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A social and political attitude called alterationsim , the 
support of radical soc ial change , appeared most often among 
persons whose most cheri shed values were those of aesthetic 
and truth- seeking concern and not of any religious 
orientation ( Sanai , 19 5 2 ) . Finally , one investigation of 
political attitudes and personality highlights the com­
plexity of the relationships involved . An isolationist 
orientation can result , of course , from personality or from 
other sources . People holding the same general attitude on 
i solationism differed on other i s sues according to their 
degree of self-esteem (Sniderman and Citrin , 1 9 6 5 ) . This  
empirical example indicates that a personality factor may 
differentiate people on some political issues and yet unite 
them or have no effect in the case of another issue . 
In summary, political behavior may depend upon a 
person ' s total image and , spec i fically , on hi s system of 
values within that image . Thi s  sytem of  values is  a 
hierarchical ordering of general preferences whi ch reflect 
the influence of the personality , the situations which the 
person faces , and the larger social environment . Although 
va lues themselves have been investigated extens ively , the 
relationship between va lues and specific attitudes has 
been a less prominent subj ect of inquiry , especially in 
political science . Furthermore , political scienti sts must 
discover and describe value systems before they can 
attribute political attitudes and behaviors to them. To 
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relate a political behavior to a value system , three re search 
elements are required : ( 1 )  a representation of a value 
system , ( 2 )  a representation of a political behavior , and 
( 3 )  a methodological viewpoint whi ch wi ll facil itate the 
measurement of the system , the behavior , and the relation­
ship between them. The search for thes e  three elements is  
the concern of the next chapter. 
CHAPTER I I  
MEASURING VALUE SYSTEMS AND POLITICAL·BEHAVIOR: 
THE RESEARCH DES IGN 
Before an empirica l linkage between value systems 
and political behavior can be investigated , political 
science must be able to operationa lly define both values 
and specific political concerns , i . e . , develop too ls or 
activitie s to measure them (Kerlinger , 1973 , p .  31 ) . In 
the case of value systems , a measure or scale de signed to 
examine ·values must do more than simply tel l  what a value 
system is ; it must present a picture of any individual's 
hierarchy of preferences· which· he may use in his daily 
behavior . Similarly , a measure of a political behavior 
should al low a subj ect to express that behavior in a unique 
and detailed manner. At the same time , however , these 
measure s must be useful in comparing the value sys tem or 
po litical behavior of one person to those of other people 
with varying degrees of difference and similarity . 
Repre sentation of a Value System: The Vernon-Al lport 
Study of Value s 
One of the most recent measure s of va lues is that 
developed by Milton Rokeach and extensive ly used in his 
The Nature .of Human Values� This scale consists of 1 8  
ins trumenta l values (preferred ways of behaving ) and 18  
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terminal values (desired end- state s o f  existence ) .  �ubj ects 
rank the values in terms of how much they use these values 
in determining their general conduct . One terminal value , 
equality , he lped Rokeach explain maj or ideological 
differences in the United States population ; other va lues 
helped discriminate between persons of di fferent social 
c lass and attitudes (Rokeach , 1 9 7 3 , see e specially pp . 1 8 1-
1 9 2 ) . 
This  value instrument did not suit the needs of thi s  
inquiry into the nature of value systems for two maj or 
reasons . First , most of the va lues used by Rokeach are 
es sential ly "positive " in the context of the American 
culture . In other words , few subjects in the United States 
would rej ect most of the terminal values ( equality , freedom , 
a comfortable life , happine s s , mature love , for example )  
a s  desirable end- state s o f  existence for themselves . 
Similarly , few respondents would see the modes of  existence 
( ambi tious ,  clean , capable , loving , inte llectua l )  as 
totally undesirable or not at a l l  worth valuing . Whi le 
the maj or point involved in a value system measure i s  the 
relativity_ of responses to values , it is unreal i stic to 
present subj ects only with value choices that they are 
likely to ·covet while ignoring more obj ectionable alterna­
tives . 
Secondly , all of the values in the Rokeach scale , 
even the instrumental ones , are more abstract concepts than 
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tho se peop le u s e  in their dai ly l ives . If indeed the search 
for a va lue sy stem is a sea�ch for a pattern of pre ferences ,  
or a picture of the types of deci sions that a person makes 
every day of his life , abstract·values may not pre sent the· 
des ired picture of reality . Although the value system of 
. an individua l is  certainly a set of general rules for 
determining behavior , it is also behavior in itself and 
must be measured as such . The ranking of a person ' s  values 
- is meaningless without the specific manifestations of those 
values in everyday life . Thus , to measure the behavioral 
va lue system , the researcher must present his subj ects with 
a wider range of opportunities to make choices which may 
reflect tho se underlying guidelines which they use to 
define themselves to the world . 
A more useful too l for the se purposes is the widely 
used Study of Value s dev ised by Phi lip E .  Vernon and 
Gordon W. Al lport (Vernon and Al lport , 1 9 3 1 ; herea fter 
referred to simply as the Study of Value s ) ,  based on an 
ear lier typo logy of human concerns . The originator s of this 
test instrument assumed that individual factors of a 
person ' s  per sona lity are meaningful only within the context 
of the total personal ity , a unique sys tem for each person . 
To mea sure this  uniqueness ,  Vernon and Allport dec ided to 
choose a basic inventory of  values (those general attributes 
common to mo st personalities ) ,  place them in situational 
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terms , and allow subjects to make a series o f  choices from 
numerous alternatives ,  each reflecting a different general 
value orientation (Vernon and Allport , 1 9 3 1 , p .  2 3 2 ) .  
Vernon and Al lport chose an inventory of  values from 
an earlier attempt to classify types of men into mental­
cultural categories , Eduard Spranger ' s  Types of Men : The 
Psychology of Ethics and Personality .  Spranger argued that 
there are for men certain value essences , each of which is  
a "qualitatively determined general species of  value " which 
can be actuali zed in material obj ects and processes or in 
psychological states of mind ( Spranger , 1 9 2 8 ,  p .  2 5 0 ) . 
Mental states of men characteristi cally appear in the form 
of evaluating , a proces s  in which man attempts to unite his 
specific behavior with his ideal s and the totality of  his 
existence ( Spranger , 1 9 2 8 ,  pp . 7 8- 8 4 ) . While strenuous ly 
arguing that no man is a pure type , Spranger hypothesi zed 
six general orientations , each based on a particular value 
es sence . These types of men represent those who would tend 
to value that one element of life more than any of the other 
five . 
The six types of  men can be described briefly . The 
theoretical man values rationality , the search for truth , 
and scientific obj ectivity . He probably will suspect the 
subj ectivity of religion , rej ect any solutions to problems 
which are not individual istic , and yet have difficulty 
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coping wi th the struggle for exis tence . · Uti lity and 
practica lity are the concerns of the economi c type of man . 
Society and the search for truth are beyond his purview 
except as they relate speci fically to hi s generally succe ss­
ful striving for self-preservation . The ae sthetic man is 
not simply the artist or art lover ; he is the obviously 
impracti cal per son who organizes his l i fe , both inwardly 
and behaviorally , according to the ideals of form , beauty , 
and symmetry. The social type of man focu ses on people in 
general , with whom he is in deepest sympathy . Love of 
people , altruism , and a sense of responsibility to his 
fellow man are important social values . A wil l  to power 
and inf luence , both in personal and po litical situations , is  
the under lying concern of the political type . Finally , the 
re ligious man conscious ly attempts to re late his everyday 
experiences to some total conception of life . He seeks to 
understand life j ust as does the theoretical man . His 
methodology , however , is one of transcendent experience or 
attachment to cults or dogmas (Spranger , 19 2 8 , pp . 109 -
2 4 6 ) . 
Vernon and Allport des igned the Study of Values to 
mea sure the relative importance of each of these six value 
orientations within any given personality . To thi s end , 
they selected a series of multiple-choice questions repre­
senting the differences between the six orientations . In 
addition to representing value orientations , the questions 
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and alterna tive re sponses reflected a variety of subj ect 
matters , obj ects of pos sible interests , and situations 
familiar to mos t people . Vernon and Allport gave special 
attention to internal consistency , the requirement that 
responses to all items of one type should be similar 
(Vernon and Al lport , 19 3 1 ,  pp . 2 3 5 - 4 0 ) . The Study of 
Values , then , is a series of multip le-choice questions to 
which samp led individuals respond by choosing , in each case , 
those alternatives which would best describe their actions 
in various situations . 
Social scientists have used the Study of Va lues 
extensively since its creation . By one count , there we re 
at least 1 4 3  studie s published using the s cale as early as 
1 9 5 9  (Zusne , 1 9 6 5 , p .  3 3 7 ) . Repeated administrations of 
the scale have shown its reliability to be high , both as 
a whole and as a collection of six value tests . The 
aesthetic and religious subsections of the test are the 
mo st reliable while the po litic al and social sections are 
much less reliable (Vernon and Al lport , 1 9 3 1 , pp . 2 4 2 - 4 3 ) . 
With regard to political and so cial issues , however , the 
Study of Values has been of some use in relating value s and 
general preferences to specific attitude s .  Use of a modi­
fied form of the Study of Va lue s and factor analysis of 
score s on the test led to the discovery of four even more 
general values (acceptance of authority , work ethic , 
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humanitarianism , and hedonism ) , used to predict attitudes 
on a-liberal-conservative continuum (Loor , Su zredelia , and 
Tonesk , 1 9 7 3 ) . Another sociopolitical investigation using 
this test found that theoretical and aesthetic type s were 
more likely to be proponents of  radical soc ial change while 
rel igious types were least in favor of such changes . 
Surpri singly , the people who rated social values as most 
important for themselves did not strongly al ign themselves 
with thi s  alterationist perspective ( Sanai , 1 952 ) . 
A methodological question usually rai sed is  that of 
validity , i . e . , does the Study of Values in fact measure 
values of the subj ects exposed to it? Vernon and Allport 
compared the results of one self-rating with five ratings 
of that person by others fami liar with the subj ect , all 
using the Study of Values . There was agreement of . 8 2 6  
between the s e l f  and averaged externa l rating s , thus 
supporting the contention that the test does indeed measure 
subj ects ' values , at least as they are perceived by several 
observers (Vernon and Allport , 1 9 3 1 , p .  2 45) . Later re­
search comparing Study of Value s results to other measure 
of preferences provided more evidence that the values 
measured are " self-consi stent , pervaisve , enduring , and 
above all general ized tra its of personality "  (Cantril and 
Allport , 1 9 3 3 , p .  2 7 2 ) . 
Of particular relevance to this study , examinations 
of the occupational preferences of col lege students linked 
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these preferences to the corresponding type s o f  values pre­
ferred by those same students on the Study of Values 
( Stone , 1 9 3 3 ) . The maj or field of study in college also 
corresponded to those values theoretically related to 
certain interests ( economic values wi th study in busines s ,  
for example , ) even over relatively long periods of time 
(Whitely , 1 9 3 3 ) . 
In summary , the Study of Values does seem to measure 
preferences and those values which people engage when they 
must make choices ,  expres s  their preferences ,  and structure 
their lives . Furthermore , the Study of Values provides 
an instrument that can be adapted to the requirements of 
our inquiry . The question of validity wi l l  reappear more 
precisely in the discussion of methodolog ical perspective 
which , in thi s  case , dictates a unique use o f  the Study of 
Values . 
Representation of a Political Behavior : Measuring 
Welfare Attitudes 
The second research element i s  a mea sure of political 
behavior . Because of the theoretical relationship 
suggested in Chapter I between values and attitude , the 
behavior chosen is that of holding a political attitude . 
The beliefs which comprise an attitude are organi zed around 
some obj ect . It is this  attitude obj ect which must be 
selected and measured us ing the methodology di scussed later 
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i n  thi s _chapter . The obj ect must be one which wi ll elicit 
some divergent responses within most populations .  It al so 
must provide an ambiguous ; it elicits widely differing 
images in the minds of those who attempt to respond to it . 
To some, it means a ll of  the poverty programs which appeared 
during the years of Lyndon Johnson ' s  Great Society . To 
others, it may conj ur up vi sions of the entire welfare 
state complex which originated under the New Deal or of any 
and all of  those considered poor in current American society . 
Others may see it more specifica l ly as one or a combination 
of several contemporary programs such as food stamps, public 
housing, or aid to families wi th dependent chi ldren . Since 
ambiguity in the attitude obj ect i s  exactly what is desired 
in this case , no more specific definition wi ll be offered 
than " the economic aid programs administered by local wel­
fare agencies on behalf of the poor in the United States " 
(Feagin, 197 2, .  p .  9 2 1 ) . 
Survey research provides evidence that welfare is an 
obj ect which indeed stimulates a wide range of attitudes .  
A national sample of whi te s  attributed proverty to three 
different causes, approved differing levels  of support for 
welfare programs, and expres sed varying degrees of faith in 
the honesty of welfare recipients . Thirty-three percent 
of those samples blamed individual lack of effort for 
poverty and 31 percent blamed c ircumstances ; the remainder 
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considered poverty a result of the combination of lack of 
effort and circumstances .  Only 2 2  percent be l ieved that 
too little money was being spent on welfare whi le the 
remaining 7 8  percent believed that welfare expendi tures were 
about right or too high . Those blaming poverty on lack of 
effort were more likely to bel ieve that too much was being 
spent . Attitudes of the general population also are not 
favorable to the recip ients of wel fare ; 7 8  percent of this  
sample believed that some or most of those on welfare are 
di shone st about their need (Al ston and Dean , 1 9 7 2 , pp . 13-
1 9 ) . 
Another survey revea led that those least likely to 
. 
experience the we lfare situation most often hold unfavorable 
attitudes toward the welfare system and its clients . 
Wealthy Americans are much more likely than middle-income 
or poor people to believe that success if attributable to 
personal attributes ,  that the poor do not work as hard as 
the rich , and that the poor do not want to get ahead 
(Rytina , Form , and Pease , 1 9 7 0 , pp . 7 1 3 - 7 1 4 ) .  In a study 
of middle-class perceptions of the work orientations of 
welfare moth�rs , middle-class su�j ects beli eved that the 
work ethic was less important to those on wel fare than it 
was to members of t�e middle-clas s , a belief that did not 
reflect welfare mothers ' actual self-perceptions . Members 
of the middle-cla s s  also felt that wel fare recipients were 
more likely to accept illegal or quasi- legal behavior 
( Goodwin , 1 9 7 2 , pp . 3 4 1- 3 4 6 ) .  
In a more detai led examination of the dimensions 
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of the we lfare issue , Joe R .  Feagin found varying degrees 
of support for seven stereotypic bel ie f s  about welfare and 
its recipients . The stereotypes and percentage of the 
national sample which agreed with each are as follows : 
8 4  percent believed that too many people are on welfare who 
should be working ; 7 1  percent thought that many welfare 
cl ients are di shonest about their need ; 61 percent believed 
that many women on welfare have i l legitimate babies to 
increase the money they receive ; 5 4  percent felt that wel­
fare expenditures are adequate or exce s s ive ; 4 9  percent did 
not believe that most people on wel fare who can work try 
to find j obs ; 4 3  percent disagreed with the statement that 
we lfare does not give people enough to get along on ; and 
4 1  percent thought that many people move from one state to 
another in search of higher wel fare bene fits (Feagin , 1 9 7 2 , 
p .  92 3 ) . Through a review of federa l documents and 
surveys , Feagin determined that there wa s l ittle support 
for any of these stereotypes ; most statements ,  in fact , 
were contradicted by the evidence (Feagin , 1 9 7 2 , pp . 9 2 2-
9 3 0 )  . 
Welfare , then , i s  an attitude obj ect which does 
evoke a variety of attitudes in varying intensity among 
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different segments.of the population . More importantly , it 
has been a political is sue for many years , one around which 
political attitudes are formed , expressed , and debated. In 
the 1 9 7 2 presidential election , Senator George McGovern ' s  
discus s ion of wel fare reform provided a share of the 
excitement as well as endless diff icultues for the McGovern 
campaign. (For the quadrennial j ournali stic coverage of the 
campa ign, see White , 1 9 7 3 .  For a unique outs ider ' s  view 
of the campaign through the eyes of the media repre­
sentative s , see Crouse , 1 9 7 3; )  In 1 9 6 8 , the three maj or 
partie s  included welfare in their campaigns. The Democratic 
platform of that year affirmed the right of all Americans 
to share in economic prosperity , even i f·government action 
was required ( Schles inger, 1 9 7 1 , pp. 3 7 7 0- 7 3 ) .  The 
American Independent Party platform mourned the soaring 
costs , wastes , and reliance on welfare which were developing 
( Schlesinger , 1 9 7 1 , pp . 3 7 9 7  and 3 8 0 4 ) . Republ ican nominee 
Richard Nixon , in his acceptance speech , proposed an attempt 
to find j obs for those on welfare because the acceptance of 
welfare led recipients to feel that " the American system 
is one that feeds his stomach and staves hi s soul . It 
breaks his heart " ( Schlesinger , 1 9 7 1 , pp. 3 8 3 9 ) .  The 
Democratic platform of 1 9 6 4  also pledged continued public 
assistance and pointed to social we lfare achievements under 
previous Democratic administrations ( Schlesinger , 1 9 71 , 
pp. 3 6 2 3- 2 4 ) while the Republican platform of that year 
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blasted the waste and misunderstanding of the poor inherent 
in the Democratic Great Society (Schle singer , 1 9 7 1 , pp . 3 6 4 0-
4 6 )  • 
Welfare thus has been a po litical is sue for the past 
few decades , but why should it serve a s  a specific politica l 
attitude which might relate to value systems?  One of the 
traditiona lly accepted value orientations among Americans is 
that comp lex of economic independence , se lf-re liance , and 
individua lism . Public as sistance , which offers some 
financial rewards to peop le .without regard for persona l 
attributes or economic contribution to society is one 
element of American culture upon .which this set of orienta­
tions might focus . Furthermore , most of the values of a 
society also may be expre ssed in myths and stereotypes 
(Qualter , 1 9 6 0 , p .  7 6 ) . A stereotype is more than simp ly 
an economizing measure ; it is " the proj ection upon the 
world of our own value , our own position and our own rights "  
(Lippman , 1 9 2 2 , p .  6 4 ) . The Feagin survey discu ssed pre­
vious ly showed that certain stereotypes persist in the 
face of contradictory evidence . Many of the complaints 
direc ted at the system may be the result of maj or myths 
which are accepted by the public : the myths that people 
would rather live on relief than work and that it is pos sible 
for all members of our. society to be se lf-re liant and se lf­
supporting (Perlis , 1 9 6 2 , pp . 6-7 ) . 
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To explore this contrast of attitudes and the contrast 
of stereotypes and reality , the political scientist must 
probe into the subj ective knowledge of his subj ects and 
determine to what extent the values which exist in men ' s  
images are related to their attitudes toward the we lfare 
issue . The ambiguity , sal ience , and disagreement which are 
exhibited in welfare attitudes make it a useful attitude 
obj ect in the search for behavior and value system linkages . 
Finally , attitudes toward welfare provide a test of 
the log ically expected proj ection of specific types of 
values into an attitude obj ect which offers a person holding 
any one of the six types in the S tudy of Values a chance 
to proj ect his value into an attitude . While welfare is 
certainly a political issue , it is also a social or society­
oriented issue . It has economic consequences for the 
tax-paying - American and relates to the need for self­
preservation of a certain element of society . It may provide 
a stimulus for responses reflecting re ligious bel iefs about 
self-reliance or man ' s  duty to his fel low man . Furthermore , 
the two value types which are most obviously in contradiction 
(Vernon and Allport , 19 3 1 ,  p .  23 6) may provide interesting 
insights . The theoreti cal value expresses a concern for 
observation , truth , and reasoning; the aesthetic value is 
one which focuses on each e l ement of life for its own 
intrinsic qua l ities of form and beauty . If we lfare can 
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serve as an obviou s receptacle for the pro j e ction of socia l ,  
economic , religious , and politica l value s , the attitudes of  
those wi th more theoretical or aesthetic value systems may 
provide interesting contrasts with which to compare the 
attitudes of those with value systems more oriented toward 
the other four types of values . 
Methodological Perspective : Q Methodology 
A methodology which wi ll facilitate the measurement 
of  individual value systems and political attitudes is the 
final requirement for this research. Q methodology , as 
proposed by Wi lliam Stephenson ( Stephenson , 1 9 53 ) ,  offers a 
perspective which is compatible with the types of questions 
which wi l l  be a sked in the following chapters . Spec ifically , 
Q technique wi ll be used as a measure of both value systems 
and attitudes. 
Q methodology is based on the use of small samples 
or even a single case , procedures of exper imental des ign , 
factor analysis , and the principle that the sub j ective and 
the observable should not be differentiated in the proces s  
o f  scientific inve stigation as is  often the case ; subj ective 
behavior is sti ll behavior and can . be measured and analyzed 
if sc ientists can develop the proper techniques and 
perspective ( Stephenson , 1 9 5 3, pp . 1 - 17 ) . People can and 
should be analyzed as who le behaving units , not divisible 
obj ects whose behavior falls into neat parts , each of which 
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must be tested separately (Stephenson , 1 9 5 3 , p .  1 2 ) . Fina lly , 
Q methodology is a means for building theoretical notions 
directly into research at each stage (Stephenson , 1953 , 
p .  2 1 ) . 
Q technique requires the de finition of a universe of  
stimulus obj ects , statements of opinion , symbo l s , or  what­
ever the research concerns . A sample drawn from the se 
statements represents tho se theoretical speculations of 
interest to the researcher . Subj ects sort the statements 
according to some set of instructions into either a qua si­
normal dis tribution or a distribution of their own choo sing , 
ranking each statement re lative ly to all of the others . The 
completed sorts are corre lated and factored . The resulting 
factors represent clusters of persons who have in common 
some generally similar way of ranking the statements 
(Stephen son , 1 9 5 3 , pp . 17-2 6 ) . 
Q methodology will be applied to the investigation 
of value sys tems and attitudes toward we lfare by the use of 
a sma ll sample of persons and two Q sorts for them to per­
form . Statements for the fir st sort will be drawn from 
the Study of Va lues and modified so that subj ects can 
appraise each statement on its own and rank it in relation 
to all others in terms of how wel l  the statement describes 
the subj ect as a per son . The sort on welfare attitudes wil l 
consist of statements drawn from previous survey res earch 
que stions , political discussions , and popular literature on 
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the subj ect . Respondents wi ll rank the statements in terms 
of how we ll they· best describe the per son ' s  attitude toward 
welfare . The results of fac tor-analyzed value sorts wi ll 
be con sidered repre sentations of types of value systems . 
Each factor generated from the welfare sorts will compr ise 
one particular type of attitude toward we lfare . Re lation­
ships between empirically derived value systems and welfare 
attitudes then can be assessed . The research design wi ll 
be expla ined in detail in the following section . 
The aims of this research demand the use of Q 
methodology for four ma j or reasons , each of which parallels 
one of the several principles upon which Q i s  based . First , 
Q focuses on a wide range of type s of behavior (Stephenson , 
1953 , p .  5 )  and can serve to structure behavior in the 
experimental situation wh ich is more similar to behavior in 
non-experimental situations than other means of measurement . 
For example , subj ects wi ll not choose their attitude toward 
welfare from among four alternative s or mark their relative 
agreement with a list of statement s ,  one statement at a 
time . By sorting a large number of statements reflecting a 
wide range of opinions and dimensions of the is sue , each 
will cons truct a picture of the ir own individual in all its 
contradictory and , to some degree , inexplicable complexity . 
Rather than apprai sing each statement separate ly , the sub­
j ect wi ll compare each to every other one and define for 
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himself the attitude which suits him best . The sort .itself 
is behavior of a complex type , analogous to the complex 
behavior , holding a political attitude , which i s  in question 
in thi s research . 
The values sort also is behavior . When a subj ect 
sorts out a large number of statements of evaluation , ranks 
them against each other , and pre sents a completed picture 
of his reaction to the statements ,  he has engaged in behavior 
that is not only complex but very much like the behavior he 
must exhibit in normal daily life . A methodologist concerned 
with validity would ask if the values sort actual ly mea sures 
somethings cal led values or value systems . The values sort , 
however ; i s  not simply a collection of " things " which 
supposedly mea sure " something else . " It is  a demand that 
the subj ect behave . More specifically , it i s  a demand that 
the subj ect expres s preferences and make choice . If  choice 
and preference expressions are the essence of a value system , 
then an ambiguous and diverse set of statements ranked in 
relation to each other is the es sence of a value sy stem . 
The categories of Spranger ' s  Types of Men are not sacred 
abstract qualities which are being measured . They are 
simply categories , broad and ambiguous ,  which are helpful in 
def ining and creating situational statements to use as 
stimuli . It makes l ittle difference that many of the 
situations presented to the subj ects may be unfami liar and 
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of li ttle direct relevance to them o r  that few statements 
wi l l · "perfectly " describe any one individual .  Man ' s ' dai ly 
exi stence is , in large part , a sequence of choices between 
the proverbial two evi ls  and a process of fitting one ' s  
individual self into a world which never seems to fit 
perfectly . If  there is a pattern to thes e  choices and 
preferences ,  it may emerge in the ranking of these state­
ments which are much like the choices avai lable to us daily . 
As discus sed earl ier , Q methodology i s  des igned to 
measure the subj ective in man , a second essential need in 
any exploration of  values and atti tudes . Any empirical 
description of a value system or attitude should reflect 
the person ' s  image of the world , that subj ective knowledge 
of how he should behave or what reality is for him in regard 
to any obj ect . Q methodology fills  thi s  need because of its 
orientation toward the subj ective and even unconscious 
elements of man ' s behavior . The subj ect . o f a Q investi­
gation may proj ect himself into his responses , pos s ibly 
" revealing himself in unsuspected ways " ( Stephenson , 1953, 
pp . 19-2 0 ) . Furthermore , a Q sort measure s a subj ect's 
understanding and perception of statements and a situation , 
not their logical explanation . The structure of a sort may 
be logical and theoretical but the actual sorting operation 
i s  psychological ( Stephenson , 1 9 6 3 , pp . 2 7 0-2 7 2 ) . Thus , 
this methodological perspective allows the measurement of  
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what are es sentially subj ective qualities of human behavior . 
The third maj or reason for the use o f  Q methodology 
stems from the need for some means of selection of a s ample 
of subj ects . Random sampling to achieve a large sample 
supposedly representative of a larger population may have 
little re levance . to the theoretical is sue s involved in any 
experiment . In Q ,  the researcher selects subj ects as 
variables which , it is  expected , wi l l  perform in varying 
ways when presented with a common stimulus ( S tephenson , 1 9 5 3 , 
pp . 2 1  and 66-69) . There is no need to seek a large number 
of subj ects or wait for the hai l  of applies ( see page 5 )  
i f  many o f  these subj ects wi ll provide no new insights into 
the questions involved . Thi s principle of sampl ing al lows 
the selection of a small number of persons who might be 
expected to hold different values . These subj ects then 
can perform relatively complex and demanding operations to 
measure their value systems and political behavior . 
. F inally , Q methodology uses factor analysis to detect 
certain whole behavior patterns . Factors derived from Q 
sorts are clusters of people who behaved simi larly rather 
than clusters of enti ties or tra its . The purpose of a 
study of value systems i s  to di scove·r what types of persons 
may exist , each type differentiated from the others by the 
value sy stem which they use to guide their actions . These 
types of  people may or may not correspond to a hypothesized 
inventory of type s .  
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In empirical attitude research , scientists must model 
" a  large number of opinions , resulting in a few different 
attitudes , stemming perhaps from only one be lief "  
( Stephenson , 19 6 5 ,  p .  28 4 ) .  If · a Q sort i s  organi zed 
around an attitude obj ect , the items in the sort are spec ific 
opinions , individual sorts are attitudes , and factors are 
whole types of attitudes ( Stephenson , 19 6 5 ,  p .  28 1) . A 
varying degree of support for each of the we lfare stereo­
types studied in the Feagin survey indicates that attitudes 
toward welfare are not simple favorable or unfavorable . 
There may be several maj or types of attitudes toward this 
obj ect in addition to those purely hostile or purely 
sympathetic types . The factor analysis of a Q sort in which 
individuals define their own attitude may provide insight 
into the nature of those persons who fall somewhere between 
the hostile and sympathetic extreme's .  
A desire to relate value systems to pol i tical 
attitudes must lead to an attempt to search for types of 
people who behave simi l�rly . A Q sort of attitudes toward 
welfare , then , wi l l  reflect an ind ividua l attitude and the 
factors will represent types of attitude-holders . Each 
sort of values wi ll be the self-portrait of that person ' s  
image . These sorts can be factored into a smaller number 
of more general types of persons who arrange their values 
in· simi lar hierarchical ways . These factors are precisely 
the meausres of total individuals with which political 
p sychology i s  concerned . 
Selection of Samples and Administration of the Q Sorts 
Sample of Subjects . Subj ects for the study were 
1 
students chosen from those enrol led at the Univers ity of 
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Tennessee during the Summer term of 1 9 7 4. Previous investi-
gations o� values showed that a student ' s  maj or field of 
study often as sociates with certain types of values (Whitely , 
1 9 3 3 ) , indicating the usefulne s s  of  college maj ors as 
di scriminators among different types of people . The sub-
j ects chosen , therefore , represented various stated interests 
which could be . indicators of differing values and value 
systems . Thi s sample selection did not constitute the 
hypothesi s  that subj ects with the same maj or interest would 
congregate neces sarily as a value system type . The selection 
of a number of persons from each field of study was s imply 
an efficient means to reach and include in the sample the 
widest possible variety of individuals . 
A convenient framework to guide selection of the 
sample was ·the Spranger typology . A field of study was 
assigned logically to each type of man . Five students drawn 
from each field of study then yielded a sample of 3 0. 
Mathematic maj ors ( subj ects numbered one through five in 
all subsequent tables ) represented the theoretical type of 
man . Although any student committed to the rigorous search 
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for truth within his discipline could have served thi s  
purpose, mathematics seemed to offer the best example of  a 
field of study in which abstract logic and procedures of  
investigation are prominent . The economic man was repre-
sented by students in business ( numbers s ix through ten )  
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maj oring in business adminis tration, marketing, accounting, 
and transportation . Although the political man focuses 
hi s life on the drive for power and influence in many areas 
besides politics , the choi ce of political science students 
( numbers 11 through 15 ) included in the sample those who 
express at least some degree of  curiosity about the distri-
bution of power and the regulation of conflict . Maj ors in 
sociology (numbers 16 through 2 0 )  were the obvious choice 
for the . inclus ion of the social perspective . As in the 
case of theoretical man, Spranger ' s  religious man may have 
an orientation which could lead to any number of different 
sec�lar interests . The use of five rel igious studies 
maj ors (numbers 2 1  through 2 5 ) , however, insured that one 
section of  the sample was drawn from those who might share 
at least part of the rel igious orientation . Finally, 
students with a maj or in art or general fine arts 
(numbers 26 through 3 0 ) represented the ae sthetic orienta-
tion . To insure that students expre s sed an interest only in 
those fields of study in which they had evidenced some 
degree of commitment and formal study, only j uniors and 
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seniors served as  subj ects . 
Subj ects were not required to give their name ; they 
were urged to be completely hone st in their re sponses since 
the data obtained would be used only for the purposes of 
this research and in complete anonymity for all subj ects . 
Each subj ect completed a Q sort of values and a Q sort of 
attitudes toward welfare in that order . The re was no time 
limit set on either operation . Almost all subj ec ts , 
however , finished both sorts in about an hour . 
The members of the sample reported only a minimal 
amount of demographic data because the intere st here was 
in determining self-defined type s of peop le ra�he r than the 
traditiona l classification of respon ses according to 
standa�d categories of description . Of the total sample , 
17 were male and 13  were female , a dis tribution not 
surprising given the maj or requirements of the sample . None 
of the fie lds of study were repre sented by only one sex . 
All but one of the subj ects identified thems elves as white 
or Cauca sian . The other subj ect , observationally defined 
as white , simp ly refused to identify her self . The subj ects 
ranged in age from 19 to 32 ; the median age of 22 was 
expected in a samp le consisting only of j uniors and seniors 
in college . 
Q Sort of Value s .  The que stions in the original 
version of the Study of Values (Allport and Vernon , 1 9 3 1 )  
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were the source of statements for the Q sort of values . The 
que stions were modified to form simple statements which 
could be evaluated and ranked in relation to all others . 
The original questions include a basic premise or situation , 
fol lowed by a number of choices . Statements were formed by 
taking the basic situation of a que stion and adding one of 
the choices or an expres sion of preference for one choice 
over another in the form of a conclu sion which the subj ect 
then could agree with or rej ect . This procedure resulted in 
ten statements for each of the six types of values , yielding 
a sample of sixty statements . A listing of all £0  state-
ments , classifi ed by the values each represents , is pre sented 
in Table I I I  (Chapter I I I ) . 
The statements were typed one to a card , shuffled ,  
and given to the subj ects with the instructions that they 
sort them out and rank them " in order of how well they 
des cribe you as a person . "  To facilitate the sorting 
operations ,  subj ects sorted the statements into the following 
forced quasi-horma l distribution : 
Does not describe 
you very we ll 
Describes you 
very well 
Number of statements : 2 3 5 7 8 10 8 7 5 3 2 
Raw scores : -5 -4 - 3  - 2  -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Coded scores : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
This sort of values was a demanding operation , given 
the large number of choices and the ambiguous nature of the 
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subj ect matter . Completion of this sort usua lly took about 
twice the time that the welfare sort consumed . The 
administrator of the sort answered few questions beyond 
explanation of typographical or dup licating errors . When 
subj ects repeatedly asked ques tions about the nature of the 
sort or their difficulty in placing a particular statement 
into the distribution , the administrator repeated the 
initial .instruc tions , altered only by additional emphasis on 
the necessity for the subj ect to define for himself which 
statements were or were not de scriptive of .him . 
e Sort of Attitudes Toward Welfare . The sample of 
statements for. the Q sort of attitudes toward we lfare was 
selected to yie ld 24 generally antagonistic statements .  The 
seven que stions in the national survey by Joe R .  Feagin 
(Feagin , 1 9 7 2 , p .  9 2 3 )  served both as statements themselve s 
and as a framework for the selection of others representative 
of varying degrees of support or ho stility and of the 
severa l dif ferent dimen sions present in the attitude obj ect ; 
The statement sources included a variety of politically 
. 
doctrinal pieces and j ournalistic discus sions of the is sue 
as well as opinion statements used in previous re search into 
the nature of we lfare attitudes .  Two especially he lpful 
works were The Wasted Americans (May , 1 9 6 4 ) and The Other 
America (Harrington , 1 9 6 2 ) . The formation of a statement 
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in direct oppos ition to one found somewhere in print 
. generated many statements . A few statements directly quoted 
or paraphrased from the writing or speeches of public 
figures or scholars are noted by a parenthetical attribution 
fo llowing the statement in the complete list of the Q sample , 
presented in Table VII ( C�apter I � I ) . 
The statements , typed one to a card , were shuffled 
�horoughly before their presentation to the subj ects . Each 
subj ect was instructed to rank the statements "from those 
which best expres s  your attitude toward wel fare . "  The 
subj ects sorted the statements into a di stribution s imilar 
to that for the sort of values , as shown below : 
Least Best 
Number of statements :  3 4 6 7 8 7 6 4 3 
Raw scores : - 4  - 3  - 2  - 1  0 1 2 3 4 
Coded scores : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
As in the case of the values sort , the only questions 
answered for the subj ects regarded minor typographica l or 
duplicating errors . In cases where subj ects requested 
specific clarification of their obligation in sorting the 
cards , the admini strator only repeated the original 
instructions . The subj ects received no specific definition 
of the term welfare ; each respondent was urged to define it 
in hi s mind and with the statements in hi s own particular 
way . 
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I n  summary , the research design consisted o f  five 
subj ects in each of six categories o.f maj or in college who 
each performed two Q sorting operations . A Q sort of 
preference statements , modified from the Study o f  Values , 
measured the value system o f  each subj ect . A Q sort of 
statements regarding welfare in the United States measured 
the attitude of each subj ect toward that issue . 
CHAPTER I I I  
RESULTS : TYPES OF VALUE SYSTEMS 
AND WELFARE ATTITUDES 
The Q sorts of per sonal va lues and views on we lfare 
for all subj ects provided a measure of the value system 
. 
and attitude toward welfare for each person . The 30 
sorts , coded according to the score s indic ated in Chapter I I , 
permitted the application of useful statistical operations . 
For each set of data , analysis of variance indicated the 
statistical significance of the effects of the classes of 
statements and the maj or field of study . The Q factor 
analysis revealed types of per sons expres sed through the 
respective value and welfare sorts . In Q factor analysis , 
the factors consist of persons who clustered together because 
they responded to the Q sort in essential ly similar ways . 
The remainder of this section presents the results of thes� 
procedures of analysis . 
Individua lly Defined Value Systems 
Analysis of variance procedure s app lied to the 3 0  
completed Q sorts of values me asured the statistical 
significance of the effects of different fields of study 
and the six types of value statements upon the way in which 
the subj ects sorted and ranked all 60 statements . The 
results appear in Table I . 
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TABLE I · 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE : EFFECTS OF FIE LD OF STUDY 
AND VALUE CLASS ON RANKING 
OF VALUE STATEMENTS 
Sum Degree 
of of Mean 
Source Squares Freedom Square F 
Field of study 2 . 7  5 . 5 4 . 7 9 
Value classes 5 8 . 9  5 1 1 . 7 8 17 . 3 2 *  
Interaction 6 5 . 5 2 5  2 . 6 2 3 . 8 5 *  
Error 9 8 . 5  1 4 4  . 6 8 
Total 2 2 5 . 6 1 7 9  
* p  < . 0 1  
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The presence o f  di stinct clas ses o f  va lue statements 
clearly had an e ffect upon the rank ings made by members of 
the sample . Although any particular subj ect might have 
formed his own unique hierarchy using different types of 
values , the subj ects collectively recognized sharp 
distinctions between classes of values and drew knowingly 
from the se clas ses to form the ir individual value system 
descriptions . 
Analysis of variance showed no signi ficant effect of  
field of study on the subj ects ' scores . This confirmed the 
expectation that , although drawing a sample from people 
with varied maj or interests might provide a wide range of 
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value systems , those who maj or in the same field would not 
neces sarily share similar values . There was , however ,  an 
effect of the interaction between the types of value state­
ments and the subj ects ' field o'f study . Apparently , a 
person ' s  field of study is  of at least s light importance 
in determining his responses when that intere st is activated 
by a set of stimuli including e lements calculated to appeal 
in different degrees to persons having maj or interests in 
l ife . 
With the stati stically signi ficant ef fect of classes 
of values . determined , the next stage . of analys i s  dealt with 
the search for empirically sel f-defined types of  value 
systems held by member s  of  the s amp le . With the use of 
Q Analysis (QUANL ) , a factor-analytic computer program , 
the 3 0  sorts of va lues were intercorrelated , Q- factor 
ana lyzed , and rotated to simp le structure . A Varimax 
solution with an eigenvalue criterion of  1 . 0 0 resulted in 
a six factor solution . In thi s case , factor types are those 
types of  people who , through ranking the statements in the 
value sort , expres sed varying types of value systems , or 
representations of ·their image of themselves and their 
preferred behavior patterns . 
Table I I  presents the Q- factor types and the detai l  
of their composition . Subj ects are arranged in order of 
their as sociation or loading on each factor . The highest 
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TABLE I I  
Q-FACTOR TYPES : VALUE SYSTEMS 
Person I I I  I I I  IV v VI h2 
25 6 8  ( 0 3 )  1 1  1 3  ( O S )  14 . 51 
28  65  ( 0 1 )  10 ( 0 6 )  27 11 . 5 2 
23  5 8  35  08  ( 2 7 ) 2 0  2 8  . 6 6 
16  5 6  07 3 9  1 3  17 2 5  . 5 8 
26 56  15 0 5  0 8  0 8  5 0  . 6 0 
14 5 4  38 21 22 ( 1 5 )  21  . 6 0 
1 7  5 3  ( 0 3 )  3 6  1 2  ( 11 )  4 7  . 6 6 
18 4 5  3 7  2 3  ( 0 3 )  0 2  4 3  . 5 8 
15 0 5  6 5  17 2 0  ( 1 5 )  1 2  . 5 3 
7 0 2  59  27  ( 2 0 )  19  10  . 5 1 
24  20  58 38 ( 0 4 )  2 4  1 9  . 6 2 
9 ( 0 6 )  4 9  ( 1 0 )  0 5  0 0  2 3  . 31 
2 7  3 9  4 5  1 9  04  3 5  03 . 52 
11 { 0 3 )  42 ( 3 3 )  ( 2 4 ) 3 3  ( 0 6 )  . 4 5 
3 0  3 0  11 7 0  ( 1 2 )  1 8  1 4  . 6 6 
12 04 34 69 ( 0 2 )  ( 2 7 )  0 2  . 67 
29 08 09 54 ( 0 3 )  3 9  3 0  : s4 
22 04 ( 0 4 )  5 3  2 8  0 2  2 8  . 4 4 
2 4 7  2 1  ( 0 9 )  59  ( 0 3 )  2 0  . 6 6 
4 29  12  4 0  5 4  1 9  1 8  . 6 2 
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TABLE I I  (Continued ) 
Person I II  I I I  IV v VI h2 
3 0 6  ( 01 )  1 2  07 6 9  13  . 5 1 
1 4 5  19 ( 17 )  16  55  21 . 6 4 
5 2 9  O S  17 3 4  01  69  . 7 1 
21  4 4  08  2 1  0 4  ( 0 9 )  5 8  . 5 9 
8 ( 0 4 )  26 26  (1 0 )  2 3  5 4  . 4 9 
2 0  0 8  29  0 8  01  23  5 4  . 4 4 
19  4 0  07 31 OS 1 8  5 1  . 5 5 
13 11 13 OS ( 1 7 )  0 1  4 3  . 2 5 
6 ( 5 7 )  33  17 (0 4 )  0 9  3 6  . 6 0 





explained : 2 8 . 2  3 6 . 4 4 2 . 6  4 7 . 1  51 . 1  55 . 0  
Decima ls omitted from factor loadings .  
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loading for each person is bracketed , indicating wi th which 
factor that per son is most associated ; underscored loadings 
are tho se which were especially high , either po sitively or 
negatively , but not the highest for that person . The final 
column *headed h2 ) lists the communa lities for each person , 
the proportion of his individua l variance which i s  exp lained 
through the use of all s ix factors . At the bottom of each 
factor co lumn is the proportion of var iance of the entire 
sample which is expla ined by that and all previous factors . 
All six factors explain 55 . 04  perc·ent of the variance . 
Before a detai led de scription of the nature of each 
factor , a note on the demographic aspects of the se factor s 
may be helpful . Although analysis of var iance illuminated 
li ttle importance of the different fields of study , there 
are a few notewor thy patterns . Three of the five socio logy 
maj ors loaded highest on Factor I and three of the business 
maj ors loaded highe st on Factor VI , results which can be 
accepted ea sily given the ori entation of the se two types of 
value sy stems . Factors IV and V were both compo sed of two 
mathematics ma j ors ; although the or ientations of the two 
factors are quite ' distinct and there is  little stati stical 
association between the two ( r- . 3 1 ) . 
As expected from the narrow range of age s involved , 
no factor attracted any particular age group . The median 
age of each group of highest loaders was almost identical 
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to that of the total sample . 
Factor IV was composed of two males ; none of the 
other factors inc luded highest loaders of only one sex . 
Factors I and VI , however , are mirror images. of each other 
in terms of sex ratio , a fact which wil l  be discussed in 
the detai led description of Fac tor I .  Factor I inc luded 
s ix females and two ma les whi le six males and two females 
loaded highest on the sixth factor . 
Demographically speaking , Factor I might be dismis sed 
as a fema le soc io logi st type , but such an approach would 
blur the reality , eliminate much of the information con­
tained in the type , and exemplify the fai ling s of the median 
and mean approach to data analysis . Although most of the 
sociology maj ors loaded on this factor , mo st of the highest 
loaders were not socio logy maj ors and in fact came from a 
var iety of discipl ines . A maj ority of the members of thi s 
factor were female ; at the same time , many males had high 
secondary loadings on Factor I .  Furthermore , there was a 
high corre lation of . 6 3 between the " female " Factor I and 
the "male" Factor VI . 
All of these cons iderations point again to the need 
to analy ze the value system types from the perspec tive of 
their behavior , not their characteristic s .  The behavior of 
each fac tor appears in quantitative form in Table I I I , the 
typal arrays for each factor . The 6 0  value statements 
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TABLE I I I  
TYPAL ARRAY SCORES : VALUE SYSTEMS 
Q Statements 
Theoretical 
1 .  Al l impartial evidence indicates 
the universe has evolved to its 
present state in accordance 
. with mechanistic principles ; 
there is  no need to assume 
a first cause , cosmic purpose , 
Q Factor Type 
I I I  I I I  IV V VI 
or God behind it . - 2  - 5  2 - 2  - 5  0 
2 .  If  I were a university 
profes sor with the abi lity 
to teach anything I wanted 
I would enj oy teaching 
chemistry . - 4  - 4  - 2  2 0 - 3  
3 .  At a n  exposition o r  fair , I 
would rather visit a d i splay 
of  scientific apparatus than 
a display of automobiles . - 1  - 1  -1  2 2 1 
4 .  A man who works in business 
all week can best spend his 
weekend trying to educate 
himself by reading . 2 0 1 1 0 0 
5 .  I f  I could influence public 
school policie s ,  I would try 
to provide additional 
laboratory faci lities .  -1  0 1 0 0 1 
6 .  I prefer movies or plays that 
argue consistently for some 
point of view .  0 - 1  0 - 1  - 1  - 1  
7 .  I am most interested in 
discussions of philosophy or 
psychology . 4 3 3 3 3 3 
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TABLE I I I  (Continued ) 
Q Factor Type 
Q Statements I I I  I I I  IV V VI 
8 .  I f  I had to spend time in a 
waiting room with only two 
magazines , I would choose 
Scienti fic American over 
Arts & Decorations . - 1  0 
9 .  Adventures of  discovery are 
significant becau se they add 
to our knowledge . 2 4 
10 . The main obj ect of scienti fic 
research should be the 
discovery of  pure truth rather 
than its practical applications . - 1  - 4  
Economic 
11 . If  I could influence public 
school policies , I would 
promote small busine s s  enter­
prises for education in 
financ ial responsibility . 
12 . I f  the two interfered with 
each other , I would encourage 
my chi ld in school to obtain 
vocational training rather 
than make several athletic 
teams . 
1 3 . With unlimited le isure and 
money , I would enter into 
banking and high finance . 
14 . A good government should aim 
chief ly at the development of 
manufacturing , trade , and 
the economy . 
15 . One should guide one ' s  con­
duct according to one ' s  
bus iness as sociates and 
organi zations . 
- 2  0 
0 2 
- 5  - 3  
- 3  1 
- 5  - 5  
- 1  4 2 0 
2 5 1 5 
- 2  2 1 0 
- 2  - 2  - 1  0 
2 1 5 0 
-1  -5  -1  0 
1 - 1  1 - 2  
- 3  - 5  - 2  - 3  
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TABLE III ( Continued ) 
Q Factor TyEe 
Q Statements ! I I  I I I  IV v VI 
1 6 . I prefer friends who are 
effic ient , industrious ,  
and of a practical mind . - 3  3 2 -1  -1 1 
17 . The main obj ect of sc ientific 
research should be the dis-
covery of practical 
applications rather than 
di scovery of pure truth . -1 1 2 - 1 0 0 
l B . At an exposition or fair , I 
wou ld prefer to vi sit a 
di splay of automobi les than 
a d i splay of scientific 
apparatus. - 2  1 - 1  - 1  - 4  - 3  
1 9 . Our modern industrial and 
sc ienti fic developments are 
signs of a greater degree of 
c ivi lization and culture than 
those attained by anyone 
previously . - 3  0 0 - 3  - 3  4 
2 0 .  Genera l progress has been 
ad�anced more by discovery 
of electricity than by the 
freeing of slaves . - 3  3 0 - 2  - 3  - 4  
. Pol itical 
2 1 .  When witnes sing a gorgeous 
ceremony ( religious , 
academic , political ,  etc . ) , 
I ·am more impressed by the 
idea or institution which it 
reflects than by the color 
and pageantry of the occasion 
itsel f . 0 2 - 3  0 4 - 1  
2 2 .  I prefer friends who pos sess 
qua lities of leadership and 
organi zing ability . -1 4 0 - 4  1 3 
TABLE I I I  (Continued ) 
Q Factor Type 
Q Statements I II I I I  IV V 
2 3 . I prefer movies or plays 
that treat the lives of 
great men . 
2 4 . Adventures of discovery 
are significant because 
they repre sent conque sts 
by man over the difficult 
forces of nature . 
2 5 . With unlimited lei sure and 
money , I would aim at a 
senatorship or a seat in 
the Cabinet . 
. 2 6 .  Because of the aggressive 
and self-assertive nature 
of man , the abolition of war 
1 - 1  2 0 
� 2 1 - 1  -4  
0 0 - 3  - 1  
is an illusory · ideal � -2  3 5 - 2  
2 7 . If  I were a univers ity 
professor wi th the abi lity 
to teach anything I wanted , 
I would prefer to teach law . - 1  3 - 2  2 
2 8 . A newspaper headl ine reading 
" Laws not opposed to 
liberties , says Senator " is  
more likely to get my 
attention than one that reads 
" turiosity the bas i s  of 
knowledge ,  educator dec lares . "  0 2 - 1  
2 9 . A good government should aim 
chiefly at establishing a 
position of prestige and 
1 
respect among nations . - 4  - 2  - 2  - 4  
3 0 .  If  I had the opportuni ty to 
establish a new social group 
in a young community , · I would 
rather found a debating 
society than an orchestra . - 1  0 - 3  1 
- 2  
- 2  
- 5  
4 
- 2  
- 3  
- 1  
- 2  
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VI 
-1 
- 2  
- 3  
- 1  
2 
0 
- 2  
0 
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TABLE I I I  ( Continued ) 
Q Factor TyEe 
Q Statements I I I  I I I  IV v VI 
Social 
3 1 . With unlimited lei sure 
and money , I would 
establish a clinic for 
helping the maladj usted 
and mental ly deficient . 3 5 1 2 4 2 
3 2 .  Adventures o f  di scovery 
are significant because 
they weld together human 
interests and inter-
national feelings 
throughout the world . 2 1 0 2 2 5 
3 3 . One should guide one ' s  
conduct according to his 
society. as a whole . - 2  0 - 5  0 - 3  - 2  
3 4 .  I prefer movies or plays 
with a theme of human 
suffering or love . 3 - 1  - 1  0 2 2 
3 5 . If  I could influence public 
school polic ies , I would try 
to develop cooperation and 
the spirit of service . 1 1 0 1 3 2 
3 6 .  A good government should 
aim at more aid for the 
poor , sick , and old .  5 2 1 0 2 4 
3 7 . The aim of churches should 
be to bring out altruis tic 
and charitable tendencies 
and urge people to think 
more of the good of others . 3 0 1 - 3  1 4 
3 8 . General progress has been 
advanced more by the freeing 
of ·slave s than by the dis-
covery of electricity . 3 - 3  0 3 0 3 
6 0 · 
TABLE I I I  ( Continued ) 
0 Factor Type 
Q Statements I I I  I I I  IV V VI 
39 . A person who analyzes 
his emotions is  likely to 
be less sincere in hi s 
feel ings than one who i s  
not s o  reflective . 
4 0 .  Sympathy i s  a more 
de sirab le character tra it 
than reverence . 
Religious 
41 . Adventures of dis covery 
are significant because 
they contribute to the 
ultimate revelation D£. 
the meaning of the 
universe . 
4 2 .  I prefer people who have 
a fundamentally spiritual 
0 - 2  
1 -2  
0 -1 
atti tude toward life . 1 -2 
4 3 .  One should guide one ' s  
conduct according to one ' s  
rel igiou s £aith . 1 1 
4 4 . I prefer friends who are 
serious ly interested in 
thinking out their atti tude 
toward life as a whole . 2 5 
4 5 .  A man who works in business 
all week can be st spend his 
weekends involved in church 
activities . - 3  - 3 
4 6 . A good government should 
aim chiefly at introducing 
more ethical princ ip le s 
into its policies and 
diplomacy . 4 2 
- 2  - 3  
4 0 
- 4  5 
- 4  -3  
-5  1 
1 4 
- 4  - 3  
3 1 
-4 . · - 5  
2 2 
-1 -1 
1 -3  
3 -1 
0 3 
1 - 4  
2 3 
TABLE I I I  ( Continued) 
0 S tatements 
4 7 . Given a choice of two 
lectures , I would rathe r 
he ar one on the compara­
tive deve lopment of the 
gre at rel igious faiths 
than on the comparative 
forms of government in 
Great Britain and the 
I 
Un ited S t ates . 0 
4 8 .  I f  I vis i ted a cathedral , 
I would be more impre s sed 
by a pervading s ense of 
reverence than by 
architectural fe atures 
and s tained glas s .  - 1  
4 9 .  Improvement in rel ations 
between re ligious groups 
is more important to me 
than improvement in the 
�conomy . - 2  
S O .  Ho lding high ideals is a 
more desi rab le character 
trai t than uns e l fi shness . 0 
Aestheti c 
5 1 .  I n  reading the S unday 
newspaper ,  I pay more 
attention to the section 
on the arts than the 
secti on on busine s s  and 
the economy . 
52 . Wi th un limited leis ure 
and money , I would make 
a col lection of good 
sculpture .or paintings . 
5 3 .  I pre fer people who are 
gi fted along artis ti c  




0 Factor Type 
I I  III IV V 
- 1  0 
- 3  - 2  
- 3  0 





- 2  5 
0 0 
-1 . -2 
3 3 
- 2  0 
2 -1 
6 1' . 
VI 
- 2  
- 2  
- 1  
- 1  




TABLE I I I  ( Continued) 
0 Factor Type 
0 Statements I I I  III  IV v VI 
5 4 . One should guide one ' s  
conduct according to 
i de als  of be auty . 2 - 2  0 -1 0 2 
5 5 .  I pre fer movies and plays 
which are great imagina-
tive pe rformances . 3 4 4 3 - 1  1 
5 6 . I pre fer friends who show 
re finement and emotional 
s ens itivity .  5 1 5 4 1 4 
5 7 . I f  I could influence public 
school policies , I would 
try to promote the s tudy 
and performance of  drama . 1 - 2  2 1 -2  1 
5 8 .  A man whcr works- in--bus iness 
all week can bes t spend hi s 
weekends going to concerts 
or museums . 2 - 1  1 0 0 - 1 
5 9 . Taking the Bible as a who le , 
one should regard i t  from 
the point of view o f  its 
be auti ful mythology and 
lite rary style , rather 
than as spiri tual revel a-
tion . 0 - 2 3 0 - 4  2 
6 0. I t  is j us ti fi able for the 
greatest artis ts to be 
sel fi sh and negligent of 
the feelings of others . - 4  - 4  - 3  - 2  - 3  - 5  
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are listed and grouped according to the class  of value which 
each ref lects . For each factor , the typical score given 
to each statement by the subj ects , weighted to give most 
emphas i s  to the scores of those· with higher loadings on that 
factor , i s  listed across from the statement . Since the 
de scription of each factor i s  a general summary , the reader 
i s  referred to Table I I I  for scores on spec ific statements .  
The Factor I person holds a value system with two 
maj or orientations ; concern for others and the creative­
artistic side of life . The descriptive labe l aesthetic 
humanitarian summarizes hi s commitment to the betterment 
of social welfare in general and a perva sive attachment to 
imaginative people and si tuations . Financial concerns are , 
at least idea lly , of little importance : thi s value system 
i s  almost anti-economic . On the individual level , the 
guiding principle is close to a "do unto others n  maxim with­
out the other-worldline s s  often associated with such an 
attitude . At the societal level , government ' s  aid should 
be simp ly to do good things and help people whi le virtually 
ignoring any need for power and inf luence . The discovery 
of thi s neat and logical value system i s  evidence that the 
stereotype of the liberal ,  socially concerned , and 
artistical ly-oriented student with both feet firmly planted 
in the clouds is one statement of conventional wisdom with 
some bas i s  in fact . 
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The most unique and puz z ling value sys tem is  expres sed 
by Factor I I .  Ranking a wide variety of  types of statements 
as very descriptive of  hi s orientation , thi s type of  person 
at first emerges a s  a confused seeker of  knowledge , power , 
and uti lity who cannot repres s  a need for artistic expres­
sion and spiritual understanding . Subj ected to closer 
scrutiny , however , the six subj ects who loaded highest on 
thi s factor offer an example of how people can take seemingly 
contradictory values and build for themselves a value system 
which may be useful and rewarding . The reflective pragmatist 
of Factor I I  values those behaviors which can lead to suc­
cess in the real world : efficiency , practical applications 
of scien-ce-r leadership -,- -knowledg.e ,.= -and- some�degree -<>f- - - �� - - �  
power . With a reasonable assurance of secular contentment ,  
however ,  thi s  person feels free to seek spiritual under­
standing , arti stic enj oyment , and alleviation of some of the 
difficulties of man ' s  exi stence . 
One of the most easily de fined types of  persons is 
the skeptical artis t ,  repre sented by Factor I I I . Thi s 
person ' s  emphas i s  on the arti stic elements of life is  
exceeded only by hi s skepticism toward almost everything 
else . He is , at best , ambivalent toward financ ial matters 
and soc ial action . T�e political element i s  of  l ittle 
interest ; thi s  stems perhaps from a general antipathy to the 
norms and goals  of society if  not man himsel f .  I f  he is  
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cons idered s omewhat hos ti le to economi cs , po li tics , and 
society , the skepti cal arti s t  must be des·c ribe d as almos t 
obses sed with the failure o f  mos t re ligious and spi ritual 
values to provide any al te rnat ive means o f  organi zing one ' s  
l i fe .  The re lat ively high corre lation o f  . 4 7 between thi s  
value s ys tem and th at o f  the aes the ti c human itari an is 
probab ly attributable to their common emphas i s  on arti stic 
ende avors and emotional sens i tivi ty in the ir friends . 
Although the de signation s cient i fi c  phi losopher may 
be grandiose for the two mathemat ics maj ors ·loading on 
Factor IV, it indicates the b roade s t  concepti on o f  a factor 
wh i ch b lends Sprange r ' s  theore ti cal and re ligious types o f  
man . The adventure o·f -dis covery is -impo-rtant to this type 
both for its purs uit o f  know ledge as knowledge and for its 
contribution to s ome s ort of ultimate , un ivers al re velation . 
Although this value sys tem include s a degree o f  social 
conce rn and ae s thetic intere s t  ( a  corre lation o f  . 54 with 
the ae s thetic humanitarian ) , the system as a whole focuses ­
on s cience , the search for knowledge , and a re flective 
atti tude toward l i fe .  As migh t be expe cte d ,  the practical 
s i de o f  exi s tence ranks ve ry low in thi s hierarchy of con­
cerns . The two lowest rank ings in the typal array are 
pre ference s for economi c and business goa l s : the next three 
lowes t rankings are s tatements de aling with power, inf luence , 
and leadership . 
Despite the high rankings given to statements from 
a variety of value types ,  Factor V is es sentially a 
religious pes s imist , if any one name can describe him . 
Composed also of  two high loading mathematic s maj ors , 
Factor V attracts few high loadings and several slightly 
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negative loadings . As ide from s light interest i s  economic 
and political values , thi s type of person is ambivalent 
toward most worldly concerns ,  including science and the 
value of progress . His pe ssimism is  directed at other· · 
. 
people , the nature of man , and much of soc iety in general 
although he does expres s  some sentiments for improving 
soc ietal conditions . The most striking pattern in thi s 
va lue system i s  the ·acceptance of many--religious statements 
as self-descriptive and the rej ection of va lues critical 
of  re ligious faith . The religious pessimis t exemplifies 
the difference between a re ligious and a spiritual 
orientation . His commitment is  more to the symbols of 
religious faith than to the purposes of revelation which 
they are supposed to serve . 
F actor VI , the final value system type of person has 
a . 6 3 correlation with Factor I ,  the aesthetic humanitarian . 
The factor arrays of the two also show no small amount of 
s imilari ty .  Therefore , the explanation o f  this  type of 
value system wi ll concentrate on its differences from that 
of Factor I .  One of the sub j e cts falling into thi s  factor , 
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number ten , seems to be defined primarily in terms of hi s 
high negative loading on Factor IV , the scientific 
philosopher . Person number ten ' s lowest ranked statements 
were the theoretical ones but ieligious statements also 
fell far down hi s hierarchy . The widest d ivergence between 
the two typal arrays was due to the low ranking by Factor 
VI persons of the statement that analysis of emotions is  
l ikely to be linked to insincerity . While Factor VI  in­
c luded some high rankings or arti stic and rel igious or 
spiritual choices , these items generally rece ived less 
emphas i s  than they did in the case of the first factor . 
Otherwi se , both factors simi larly were committed to social 
betterment ,  a concern for other s ,  and indif ference to 
financial and economic concerns . Finally , it is noteworthy 
that the two highest ranked statements for Factor VI , 
while they represent different value categories , both con­
cern adventure s of discovery . The socio-analytic observer 
then , values careful , rational analysis as well as 
humanitarian and artistic principles .  
The six types of peop le discussed here repre sent 
those with different value systems or images of the way 
they must behave and react to the problems of  existence 
that confront them daily . Some are relatively easy to 
explain and unders tand ; others are much more complex . 
While thi s certainly is  not an exhaustive l i sting of  all 
value systems present in the United States today , the results 
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provide deta iled definition of several types o f  va lue systems 
which reasonably could be expected to appear in any sample 
of Americans . Furthermore , the se value systems might lead 
peop le to ho ld certain po litical atti tudes in preference to 
others .  To the extent that thi s is  true , the ta sk of 
political psychology is corresponding ly less overwhelming . 
Attitudes Toward We lfare : A . Case of Complexity 
Analys is  of variance procedures app lied to the 30  
completed sorts of wel fare attitude s revealed , a s  expected , 
a statistically s igni ficant difference in the way in which 
the subj ects treated the two dif f.erent classes of  state­
ments , favorable and unfavorable . As they formed their 
individual attitudes in the sorting process , the subj ects 
had no d i fficulty in distingui shing between the types of 
opinion statements . 
Field of study had no impact on the rankings , even 
in interaction with the types of statements .  In the case 
of we lfare attitudes , there were even fewer theoretical or 
logical reasons to expect persons to vary in terms of their 
maj or field of intere st than there had been in the case of 
the va lues sort . The analysis of variance results appear 
in Table IV . 
To determine the exi stence of behaviorally �e fined 
attitude s toward welfare held by dif ferent types of per­
sons , the 30 sorts were intercorrelated , Q-factor 
TABLE IV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE :  EFFECTS OF FI ELD OF 
STUDY AND WELFARE STATEMENTS ON 
RANKING OF WELFARE STATEMENTS 
Sum Degree s 
of of  Mean 
Source Squares Freedom Square 
Field of Study 0 . 0  5 . 0 0 
We lfare Statements 4 3 . 4  1 4 3 . 4 2 
Interaction 10 . 1  5 2 . 0 2 
Error 5 6 . 0  4 8  1 . 1 7 
Tota l 109 . 5  59  
69  
F 
. 0 0 
37 . 1 1* 
1 .  7 3  
analyzed , and rotated to simple structure by the Varimax 
method , with the aid of the QUANL program . The factors 
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obtained represent people who clustered together as a result 
of similar ranking patterns in response to the 4 8-item 
welfare sort . 
Since welfare attitudes might be expected to polari ze 
into favorable and unfavorable group ings ,  the initial state 
of analysis  consisted of a two-factor solution . The two 
factors , with a correlation of  . 4 1 between them , explained 
51 . 0  percent of the variance , indicating a high degree of  
explanatory power for only two factors . The factor loadings 
of all 3 0  subj ects , arranged identically to those di scussed 
in the �fe�ious s�ction , appear as Tabl�-v . -
Because the typal arrays of these two factors are 
very simi lar to the first two factors d i s cussed in the 
following six- factor solution ( for which typal arrays appear 
in Table VI I ) , the six statements li sted be low constitute 
a more ecqnomical description of the two- factor solution . 
The statements , those whi ch best il luminate the differences 
between the two factors ,  are followed by the typal array 
score for that statement for Factor I and then the score 
for that same statement for Factor I I .  
2 5 .  Many of the poor on welfare are being 
undercompensated for humi liati ons which 
the government and the economy have put 
upon them . (+1 , - 4 )  
Person 
1 6  
1 7  
19  
1 2  
2 0  
3 0  
2 1  
18 
22 
2 5  











Q-FACTOR TYPES : WELFARE 
I I I  
8 6  { 0 4 )  
8 6  { 0 2 )  
8 5  0 6  
8 4  17 
81 01 
78 { 0 4 )  
7 7  2 3  
7 2  0 8  
7 1  4 0  
68  5 4  
6 5  4 5  
6 4  3 0  
6 3  2 9  
6 2  5 7  
5 4  4 4  
5 3  2 5  
4 8  ( 1 6 )  
0 2  { 0 7 )  
0 7  7 6  
4 3  7 0  
71  
h2 
. 7 4 
. 7 3 
. 7 3 
. 7 3 
. 6 5 
. 6 2 
. 6 4 
. 5 2 
. 6 6 
. 7 6 
. 6 3 
. 5 0 
. 4 8 
. 7 2 
. 4 9 
. 3 4 
. 2 5 
. 0 1 
. 5 9 








2 6  




percent of total 
variance 
expla ined : 
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TABLE V (Continued ) 
I II  h2 
2 0  63  . . 4 3  
1 0  6 2  . 3 9 
1 0  61 . 3 8 
( 3 2 )  57  . 4 3 
( 3 2 )  5 7  . 4 2 
4 5  5 5  . s o 
4 6  5 1  . 4 7 
16 48 . 2 6 
4 2  44 . 3 7 
2 9  37 . 2 2 
3 8 . 9  5 1 . 1  
4 1 .  Surprise checks and investigations of 
family and financial status of welfare 
rec ipients - are a needless invasion of 
privacy . {+2 , - 3 )  
3 2 .  Generally speaking , we spend too little 
money on welfare programs in thi s 
country . {+ 3 , - 1 )  
3 1 .  The suggestion that women on wel fare would 
have illegitimate babies simply to increase 
the aid they get is ridiculous . {+2 , - 2 )  
5 .  There are too many people receiving we lfare 
money who should be working . { 0 , + 4 ) · 
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3 .  I think they should take all the se able-bodies 
men who are on re'!ief and put them to 
work . { 0 , + 3 ) 
The 18  persons who loaded highe st �n Factor I 
included all five sociology maj ors and four o f  the five 
religious �tudies maj ors , ten _men and eight wo:rnen ,_ and 
persons of an age distribution comparable to that of the 
total sample . The statements above indi cate that this  type 
of person is a sympathetic liberal in terms of his 
political attitude . The repre sentative of  this  type is 
highly concerned with the predicament of the individual on 
wel fare , describing hi s l i fe as that of  an otherwi se decent 
and honest human being who has been caught in a culture of 
poverty . He sees poverty as a social ill , not a fai lure 
of individuals , and feels an obl igation to support the 
widest variety of possible solutions to the problem . 
The label ambivalent work ethic best describes the 
person and orientation of Factor I I . To thi s person , 
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poverty i s  a social phenomenon and , consequently , there i s  
less antipathy toward the individuals on wel fare than a 
purely hostile type would express . Persons a ssociated 
with thi s  factor place a very high value on work , however .  
Most o f  their highe st ranked statements ,  whether classified 
as favorable or unfavorable , include some reference to 
work . More men , especial ly the able-bodied , should be 
working , relief money should be funnelled into training pro­
grams , welfare recipients should be investigated periodically 
to insure their employment status , and , although welfare 
expenditures are no worse than tax subsidies to the wealthy 
and powerful , they essential ly are a lost investment 
because�the--r-ecipient:s�1kr-not - work" -enough to----r-epay, -thei-r-" 
debt through their own taxes . The highe st loaders on thi s  
factor included a distribution of ages comparable to the 
total sample , seven males and five female s ,  and three of  
the five maj ors in each of the fields of  mathematics , art , 
and busines s .  
Obviously , no extremely unfavorable type o f  person 
emerged form thi s sample of college students .  The discovery 
of two maj or types , · the sympathetic liberal and the ambiva­
lent work ethic , probably would go unchallenged as an 
exp lanation of the types of attitudes toward welfare held 
by most college students . Left at thi s point , however ,  
thi s research adds little to the information gathered through 
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the use of large random samples and the ir re sponses to 
simp le ag ree or disagree test questions . Even within a 
small and homogenous sample , attitudes are not that simple . 
Although a trichotomy of favorable , unfavorable , and 
ambivalent attitudes demon strates the ma j or abstract 
categories involved , such a scheme does little to explain 
the many pos s ible bases for political behavior in regard to 
thi s particular obj ect . The two- factor solution certainly 
contribute s to clarification of the survey research findings , 
which may identify the po ssible dimens ions of an attitude 
wi thout giving any indication of what complex atti tude any 
one individua l holds . This solution ,  however ,  simp ly sorts 
the opinions " into groups of those which associ ate wi th each 
other across mo st of the sample ' s  responses . To move c loser 
to the types of attitudes which ind ividual s  might hold , 
wi thout abandoning the goal of data reduction , the analysis 
must proceed to a more detai led solution . 
Through the use of the Varimax method , a more 
detai led solution yielded s ix factors . Although each 
additional factor added little by itse lf to the explanatory 
power of the analysis , the total six-factor solution 
accounted for 6 6 . 2  percent of the total vari ance . The 
factor loadings , wi th each per son ' s  highest loading bracketed 
to form part of the ident ification of the total factor 
appear as Table VI . 
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TABLE VI 
Q-FACTO R TYPES : WELFARE (S IX-FACTOR SOLUTION )  
Person I-VI II-VI I I I-VI IV-VI V-VI VI -VI h
2 
17 8 7  ( 1 1 )  1 6  ( 0 4 )  1 2  0 2  • 8 2  
16 82 ( 1 5 )  ( 0 2 )  12 11  21  • 77 
19 79 ( 1 0 )  0 4  15 2 0  2 2 . 7 5 
2 1  7 8  14  2 0  ( 0 7 )  3 3  O S  . 7 9  
2 0  7 7  ( 0  7) ( 0 7 ) 2 8  ( 1 3 )  2 5  
• 
7 6  
1 8  74 26 0 1  ( 2 7 ) 0 2  3 3  
• 79 
12 7 3  ( 1 3 ) 1 6  44  13  2 0  . 82  
2 5  7 1  41  - 2 1  2 7  -1 3 
_ _  0 3  ,._ 8 0  
3 0  7 0  ( 12 )  2 5  0 4  ( 0 4 )  2 8  
• 6 5  
1 6 7  31 ( 1 1 ) 24  ( 0 8 )  2 1  . 6 5 
2 2  6 6  1 3  0 9  5 3  9 0  1 2  . 7 7  
2 8  5 8  2 8  35  41  2 6  0 1  
• 
7 7  
2 3  5 4  2 8  1 5  4 5  0 4  39 • 74 
13 s o  0 2  ( 0 4 ) 2 0  4 7  O S  . 5 2 
9 4 8  3 8  1 0  33  19  ( O S )  . 5 3 
4 4 7  3 7  1 4  2 0  0 3  ( 0  5 )  . 4 3 
11 3 7  3 6  0 3  ( 0 4 )  2 6  ( 0 9 )  . 34 
6 ( 2 4 )  71 ( 0 4 ) 0 6  ( 0 7 )  ( 0 1 )  . 5 7 
2 2 7  6 7  O S  1 3  2 5  0 6  . 5 5 




2 7  
2 6  
1 4  
8 
2 4  




pe rcent of 
total 
vari an ce 
I-VI 
1 1  
3 4  
0 2  
3 8  
4 5  
4 4  
02 
0 9  
2 7  
0 8  
. explained : 3 8 . 9 
TABLE VI ( Con tinued) 
I I -VI I I I -VI IV-VI V-VI 
5 6  1 6  4 4  2 3  
52 31 43 10 
4 8  ( 11 )  4 0  30 
2 7  6 5  1 8  2 2  
1 3  4 7  0 5  2 5  
2 8 · 4 5  1 3  22  
2 2  1 2  7 6  1 8  
1 4  1 1  2 3  79 
( 1 3 )  . ( 0  8 )  0 1  ( 0 1 )  
0 9  ( 6  7 )  ( 0  4 )  11  
5 1 . 1 5 5 . 8 59 . 9  6 3 . 3 
De cimal s omi tted from factor loadings . 
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VI-VI h2 
( 1 7 )  . 6 2  




30 . 5 9 
0 3  . 72 
4 5  . 7 2  
2 5  . 6 0 
( O S )  . 6 8 
( 0  3)  
. 
• 71 
7 7  . 6 9 
1 3  . 4 9 
6 6 . 3 
7 8  
The typal arrays for a l l  six factors and the complete 
l isting of welfare statements , presented in Table VI I , 
constitute the quantitative description of each type . 
There were no significant congregations of  age groups or 
sex differences among the highe st loaders on each factor . 
The fol lowing descriptions of each type note any groupings 
of repre sentatives of the fields of study . 
The 17  persons who loaded on Factor I of VI ( I-VI ) 
included all five sociology maj ors and four of  the five 
religious studies �aj ors , ten males and seven females , and 
11 of the 1 8  persons who loaded on Factor I d iscussed 
earlier . Thus it is not surpris ing that its typal array 
indicates._ the--possession_ a£. _an_ attitude s imi lar to that of 
the first Factor I .  The general ly sympathetic attitude 
toward we lfare recipients , the support for we l fare programs 
in their broadest possible conception , the attribution 
of  poverty to social and not individual fai lings , and the 
shared obl igation to right the wrongs infl icted upon the 
members of the " culture of poverty " identify this type of 
person as no less a sympathetic liberal than those persons 
classified as such in the two- factor solution . Most of the 
differences between these two factors are the result of sl ight 
di fferences in priorities or the ordering of essentially the 
same sets of opinions at ei ther end of the scale . The 
79 
TABLE VII 
TYPAL ARRAY S CORES : WELFARE ( S I X-FACTOR SOLUTION ) 
Q Statements 
Unfavorable 
1 .  Continued depen den ce upon 
re lie f induces a spi ritual 
and moral dis integration 
fundamentally des tructive 
to the national fiber 
(Franklin D. Roos evelt) . 
2 .  Many of thos e on we l fare 
are pros pe ring compared to 
the working man . 
3 .  I think they should take 
all these able -bodie d men 
who are -on re lief and put 
them to work . 
4 .  Go to the ant , thou s luggard , 





wi se (Book o f  Proverbs , 6 : 6 ) . -1 
5 .  There are too many pe ople 
re ceiving welfare money who 
should be working . 
6 .  Economic fai lure often 
reve als a de fect of charac­
ter or a lack of vi rtue . 
7 .  We should use the money now 
spent for wel fare programs 
to provide a fe deral tax 
cut .  
8 .  They are themse lves the 
caus e of thei r  own pove rty 
(Thomas Malthus ) . 
-1 
- 3  
- 3  
-4 
Q Factor Type 
II III IV V VI 
2 1 
- 3  - 3  
3 - 3  
1 - 2  
4 0 
0 -3 
- 3  - 3  
- 1  -2  
2 0 1 
0 1 - 3  
3 0 -2  
2 - 3  -2 
2 2 -2 
-3 -3 . -2  
0 -2  -1 
4 -2 
TABLE VI I (Continued) 
Q S tatements I 
9 .  Economi c fai lure is usually 
an individual ' s  own faul t .  - 3  
1 0 . Our country spends too much 
money on wel fare programs . - 4  
1 1 .  Many women getting wel fare 
money are having illegitimate 
babies to increase the money 
they get .  - 2  
1 2 . Many people getting wel fare 
money are not honest about 
the i r  needs . -1 
1 3 .  Mos t people on wel fare do not 
want to find a j ob .  - 3  
1 4 . · A lot o f  people move from one 
s tate to another to get the 
bes t  we l fare benefits . -1 
15 . We lfare recipients should 
accept the ne cess ity of 
periodi c check-ups on their 
family , employment , and 
financi al si tuation . - 1  
1 6 . Many we l fare caseworkers are 
probably mis guided himani ­
tari ans who unwitting ly 
encourage welfare re cipients 
to feel sorry for themselves . 0 
1 7 .  Many of the chi ldren whose 
fami lies are on we lfare are 
il legitimate . -1 
1 8 .  People on we l fare are often 
extreme ly pres ent-oriented,  
living from moment to moment , 
unable to cons ide r  the future . 0 
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Q Factor Type 
I I  III IV V VI 
- 2  - 4  
-1 - 2  
1 0 
1 0 
0 - 2  





- 2  
4 
-1 
- 2  
- 3  
- 2  
2 
- 3  
- 4  
- 2  
- 4  - 2  









TABLE VII ( Continued) 
Q S tatements 
1 9 . Emptying bedpans is 
honorable work ; thos e on 
we l fare should accept 
I 
gladly such j obs to get off 
re lief rol ls ( Richard N ixon ) . 0 
2 0 .  People who re ceive we l fare 
are a burden on the hard-
working common man . - 2  
2 1 .  People who are on we l fare 
have di fferent morals from 
most of us . - 2  
2 2 . On ly the aged,  b lind , and 
otherwise dis abled should 
receive we l fare .  -2 
2 3 .  The exis tence of the poor , 
the dregs of our society , 
thre atens continuan ce of 
society and · civili z ation 
as we know it . - 4  
2 4 . Those who work hard will 
be rewarded with succes s .  -2 
Favorable 
2 5 . Many of  the · poor on 
wel fare are being under­
compens ated for 
humi liations which the 
government and the 
economy have put upon 
them.  
2 6 .  The re are many obs tacles 
to economic success ; 
failure is  rarely due to 




Q Factor Type 
II III IY V YI 
3 - 2  
0 - 1  
- 2  - 1  
1 - 4  
- 4  1 
- 1  - 2  
- 4  2 
- 1  0 
0 - 3  0 
1 2 4 
- 4  - 1  0 
1 1 0 
1 -1  0 
0 - 4  - 3  
- 1  - 2  




TABLE VI I ( Continued) 
Q Factor Type 
Q Statements I II III IV v VI 
2 7 .  The reasons for poverty are 
more often soci al than 
e conomi c ,  more often subtle 
than s imple (John F .  Kennedy ) . 3 4 4 3 1 1 
2 8 .  Lack of good paying j obs 
give wel fare recipients 
no in centive to go to work . 0 -1 3 4 4 - 4  
2 9 . People on we lfare have no 
di fferent moral standards 
from mos t other Americans . 0 2 - 1  2 -1 4 
30 . We should spend the money 
now us ed for re lie f to help 
educ ate and train we l fare 
re cipients_ £or useful work .. - - 0 2 3 4 - 4 - 4  
31 . The sugge s tion that women 
on we l fare would have 
i llegitimate babie s s imply 
to increas e the aid they 
get is ri diculous . 2 - 4  - 2  0 3 4 
32 . Generally speaking ,  we 
s pend too little money on 
we l fare programs in thi s  
country . 4 - 2  -1  - 3  - 2  1 
3 3 .  Mos t o f  the people on 
wel f are rolls are vi ctims 
of government action and 
technologi cal progres s .  1 - 2  1 -1 -1 - 3  
34 . Most people on welf are 
who can work try to find 
j obs so they can s upport 
themselves . 2 -2 0 -1 -2  2 
35 . Many people on welfare 
are caught in a " cul ture 
of poverty " from which 
they cannot es cape . 3 3 4 2 0 3 
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TABLE VI I ( Continued) 
Q Factor Type 
0 Statements I I I  I I I  IV v VI 
3 6 . Few people on wel fare have 
the means or knowledge to 
move from one state to 
another to get bette r  
we l fare benefits . 1 . 0 1 0 0 -1 
3 7 .  Many of thos e on welfare 
are employed at low-paying 
j obs with little se curi ty 
and mus t have government aid 
to support themselves . 1 - 2  2 1 1 3 
3 8 .  Fraud and chiseling to get 
wel fare probably represents 
only a fraction of the total 
cos t of we lfare in this 
country . 2 1 2 1 1 2 
3 9 . Probably mos t people on 
we l fare are honest about 
thei r  needs . 2 0 2 3 0 2 
4 0 .  There are many people who 
should re ceive wel fare who 
do not , either becaus e o f  
pri de or i gnorance of  the 
opportunity . 2 2 2 1 1 2 
4 1 .  Surpri se checks and inves ti-
gations of family and 
financi al s tatus of  wel fare 
re cipients are a needless 
invas ion of privacy . 1 - 3  - 1  - 2  3 1 
4 2 . Many we lf are caseworkers 
are unsympathetic to the 
plight of the pers on on 
we l fare . 2 0 0 - 1  - 2  - 3  
4 3 .  Frus trating bureaucrati c 
regulations probably con-
fuse and dis courage many 
poor and dis advantaged 
pe rsons seeking aid .  3 2 3 1 - 1  2 
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TABLE VI I ( Continued) 
0 Factor !IEe 0 S tatements I I I  I I I  IV v VI 
4 4 .  The S up reme Court·• s 
e�imination of res i dency 
requi rements for public 
as s istance l i fted un fair 
re strictions on the move-
ment of poor people . 1 -1 1 - 1  2 3 
4 5 .  Thos e who have good j obs 
have an obligation to help 
the less fort-unate in our 
society . 3 0 0 0 - 1  2 
4 6 . Welfare should be avai l able 
to the social! and educa- · 
tion al ly di s advantaged as 
wel l  as the dis abled.  4 1 4 0 3 1 
4 7 .  Aid to the poor i s  no worse 
th an tax s ubsidies to rich 
farmers , executives , and oil 
companies . 4 2 1 3 4 - 4  
' 
4 8 .  Much of the cost of we l fare 
payments is offset by tases 
paid by wel fare recipients 
during thei r  pe riods o f  
employment .  0 - 3  - 1  - 4  -4  3 
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liberal of Factor I-VI feels  a slightly greater need to 
rationali.ze his commitment to welfare expenditures ;  his 
highe st ranked statement argue s that aid to the poor is no 
worse than tax subsidie s to the rich and powerful .  
All six persons loading on Factor I I-VI loaded on 
the second factor of the previous solution . Thi s type of 
person also see s poverty as a social ill whi le mourning , 
at the same time , the declining influence of the work ethic 
on American · life . Although he seems more likely to place 
the blame for the welfare burden on the individuals in­
volved , he still  is an ambivalent work ethic type of person , 
simi lar in most aspects to Factor I I  di scus sed above . 
The seven remaining subj ects loaded on four other 
factors which represent types of attitude-holders who , 
although as sociated in vary ing degree s with ei ther the 
sympathetic liberal or the ambivalent work ethic , arrange 
their opinions in distinct patterns which may be important 
for the comprehension of the total milieu in which Americans 
discus s the topic of wel fare and make decis ions in regard 
to welfare policie s .  
The score s of Factor I I I-VI have a . 66 correlation 
with those of the sympathetic liberal . Thi s type of 
person , however , expresses a more pervasive concern for the 
individuals affected by the wel fare debate . Thi s person 
sees we lfare recipients trapped in a culture of poverty 
. 
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caused by society and government , frus trated by bureau­
cratic rule s  and regulations , and given little opportunity 
or incentive to work . Thi s pure humanitarian has few 
re servations in recommending the widest application of 
societal resources to the solution of the complex we lfare 
problem . 
The work ethic de fender , Factor IV-VI , i s  the most 
unsympathetic of all  types discovered . Al though he sees 
some support for the humanitarian arguments , he is alarmed 
at both the high cost of we l fare and the possible effects 
it has on the lives of the recipients and our society in 
general . Most importantly , he is  deeply disturbed by his 
belief - -that there is - simply something wrong with a situation 
in which people are not work ing . The Biblical quote " Go 
to the ant , thou s luggard , cons ider her ways and be wi se " 
received its highest ranking from the loadings on this 
factor . 
The final two types of  persons are generally ambiva-
lent in their reactions to we lfare . Factor V-VI i s  almost 
an opponent of the work ethic so cheri shed by many other 
persons , but thi s  type of person is  a true pes s imist in that 
he al so is unsympathetic in many ways to the plight of the 
we lfare recipient . He believes that wel fare funds should 
be wide ly distributed in conj unction with work training 
to al leviate the lack of incentive to work that most 
recipients face . Welfare cl ients have a basic right to 
freedom from periodic check-ups on the ir economic and 
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family situation but they shou ld accept the necessity of 
such annoyances . Hard work , he - believes , wi ll not result 
in succe ss in our society . On the other hand , the true 
pessimist agrees that the co st of we lfare is a burden on 
workers who pay the supporting taxes . Furthermore , many 
we lfare recipients · are not hone st about .their needs , do not 
want and do not seek employment , and probably could be 
working . Thi s attitude type , who probably would have fal len 
into the " no op inion" category of most survey reports , 
expre sses a complex of op inions which needs to be cons idered 
in any eva luation of _the publ ic opinion .. aspect of we lfare 
policy�mak ing . 
Finally , the sympathetic conservative expresses a 
general ly favorable view of wel fare recipients themse lve s ;  
they are no dif ferent from most Americans beyond the fact 
that they are caught in the poverty situation and must bear 
the inconveniences and inj ustices wh ich accompany that 
pos ition in our society . The costs of the we l fare prog rams , 
however , disturbs this type of person . Not only are the 
costs a burden on the working man , they are less j ustif iable 
than are tax subs idies to the privi leged . The sympathetic 
conservative is not commi tted wholehear tedly to the work 
ethic but be lieve s that there probably are j obs avai lable 
for the poor , although they may not be rewarding or 
lucrative . In general , thi s Factor VI-VI person dis likes 
the present situation for many reasons , but feels both 
resigned to it and obligated to support it . 
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In summary , attitudes toward wel fare within this  
sample include six type s or variations , each held by a 
unique type of person . These attitude type s , based on the 
subj ective knowledge expressed in detail by 30  s ubjects , 
may be exp lained in part by the value systems of  these same 
persons . Thi s linkage is  the subj ect of the following 
chapter . 
CHAPTER IV 
POLITICAL ATTITUDES AS AN EXPRES S ION 
OF VALUE SYS TEMS 
· Using the results of the two Q sorts , factor analysis 
distributed the 3 0  subj ects into six behavioral ly-defined 
classes of value sy stems and into moreover ,  two and then 
six more meaningful groups of persons holding dis tinct 
types of attitudes toward we lfare as a political is sue . I f  
the att itude s are , in fact , ·expre ssions for each indivi dual 
of his value system proj ected into an attitude obj ect , 
linkages should . be demonstrable empiri c a l ly . 
An initial method of discovering linkages between 
value sys tems and attitudes is the treatment of value 
sys tem types as demographic measurements and the use of 
analysis of variance procedures on the re sulting di stribution . 
Th is method ass igned ea�h subj ect to the value sy stem factor 
upon which he loaded highe st ( j ust as survey respondents 
are ass igned to income- leve l or educational categorie s )  . The 
description of each attitude type ( the highe st loading for 
each subj ect also assign s the respondent to an attitude type ) 
then cons isted of the cla s s i fication of all persons loading 
on that attitude as members of one of the s ix value sys tem 
types . Thi s  distribution and the analys i s of variance 
re sults appear as Table VI II . 
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TABLE VI I I  
WELFARE ATTITUDE TYPES AS DESCRIBED BY VALUE 
SYSTEM TYPES : DISTRIBUTION AND 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Welfare Type · I II 
Sympathe tic Liberal 6 2 
Ambivalent Work Ethic 0 2 
Pure Humanitarian 2 0 
Work Ethic Denfender 0 1 
Ture P e s s imi st 0 1 
Sympathetic Conservative 0 0 
Source Squares 
Between Groups 6 . 3  
Within Groups 5 4 . 7 
Total 6 1 . 0  
Value S�s tem 
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De spite an appa rent tendency for some va lue type s 
to appear together as members of attitude types , the small 
number of cases in most ce lls make it di fficult to detect 
any patterns . As a result , the distribut ion is not 
stati stica lly s ignificant a s  defined by the F-ratio .  I t  
must be remembered , however ,  that thi s procedure dea ls only 
with tho se highe st loadings of each person ; the se loadi ngs 
are spread over a wide range . Furthermore , many of the 
subj ects had high secondary loadings on other factors , a 
fact re flected in the po sitive correlations between the 
factor type s mentioned in the previous discu ssion of results . 
Two related procedures of analysis can explore 
further the pos s ible relafionsliips betwe en ' value sys tems 
and welfare attitude s .  First , the di scuss ion of each we l­
fare attitude type can focus on those persons a ssoc iated 
wi th it regardless of the s tati stical significance attached 
to the distribution as a whole . For examp le , one person 
loaded highe st on each of the work ethic de fender and the 
true pes s imist attitude types . Both of the se peop le also 
repre sented a re flective pragmatist value sys tem . Certainly 
we can say something about the se re lationships de spite the 
impact of value systems upon the samp le ' s  total attitud inal 
distribution .---- Secondly,- Pea-r s-on-pr--oduet-moment -cor-relation 
coeffic ients between the factor loadings of the subj ects on 
all value system factor s and all we lfare attitude factors , 
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in conj unction with tests of signi ficance for each measure 
of association , can indicate relationship s  be tween any pair 
of  value system and attitude for all membe rs of  the sample . 
The results of this  procedure appear in Table IX . The se 
results indicate to what degree the factor loadings of all 
subj ects on any value sys tem factor , whether positive or 
negative , are as sociated with their loadings on any 
particular attitude factor . Each person ' s  rankings had 
some degree of  impact upon the compos ition o f  al l factor 
types ; the measure suggests the nature of that total impact . 
Only those correlations noted as stati stical ly significant 
at specified levels contribute to the explanation of 
attitude types .  
The sympathetic liberal accounted for a larger pro­
portion of the total variance {3 8 . 9  percent ) than did any 
of the five factors derived from the we lfare sort . Accord­
ingly , these persons repre sented a wide range of value 
system types . The sympathetic liberal most often was either 
an ae sthetic humanitarian or a socio- analytic observer . 
Both of these value systems logical ly would support a 
sympathetic and human-oriented conception of  we l fare and 
its recipients . The most signi ficant re lationship presented 
in Table IX is a correlation of . . 4 3  between the aesthetic 
humanitarian and the sympathetic liberal . Thi s finding 
indicates some solid evidence for a linkage between a person­
and arti stic-oriented value sys tem and a specific attitude 
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TABLE IX 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN FACTOR LOADINGS 
ON VALUE FACTORS AND FACTOR LOADINGS 
ON WELFARE FACTORS 
Value Sys tem TyPe 
Aes theti c Reflective Skeptical Scientifi c  
Humanitari an P ragmatis t .Artis t Phi los ophe r  
. 4 3 * ( . 1 7 )  . 31 * * *  . 0 4 
( . 3 3 ) * *  . 2 2 * * *  . 0 7 . 2 4 * * *  
. 1 3 ( . 3 4 ) * * . 2 0 . 12 
. 1 3 . 0 9 . 3 0 * * *  . O S 
( . 2 7 ) * * *  . 3 9 * *  ( . 1 0 )  . 2 3 * * *  
. 2 4 * ** ( . 32 ) * * . 1 0 ( . 3 6 ) **  
. 12 
Rel i gious 
Pess imis t 
. 0 4 
. 2 S * * *  
( .  0 9 )  
( . O S )  
( .  2 0 )  




. 1 3 
. .  0 4  
. 14 
. 0 2 
( . 1 8 )  . 
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toward a social is sue , sympathy with and commitment to thos e  
persons underprivi leged and dependent i n  our society . I f  
government ' s  aim should be to do good things for people , 
programs of  public assistance and poverty relief provide 
an obvious obj ect for governmental activities . 
The other pos sible bases for a sympathetic l iberal 
attitude are not as clear or obvious . Desp ite the presence 
of four socio-analytic observers as members of this  attitude 
type , Table IX presents no support for an as sociation 
between the two for the total sample . Thi s value sys tem 
finds more express ion in another attitude , to be discus sed 
shortly . The possible as sociation of sympathetic liberal 
attitudes with the skeptica l artist value sys tem ( r= . 3 1 )  
may reflect the artistic dimension under lying the state of  
mind of that particular attitude . (The unorthodox notation 
of several correlations as being statistically s igni ficant 
at levels  greater than . 0 5 but less than . 1 2 reflects not 
an ignorance of stati stical convention in social sc ience 
re search but the desire to use an important group of 
correlations , which happened to fa ll in that range , as 
heuristic and explanatory tools . The term "possible 
association" designate s these corre lations of le s s  statisti­
cal signi ficance . )  
The ambivalent work ethic , the person who was torn 
between a sympathetic view of individuals on wel fare and a 
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commitment to the sanctity o f  work for all , also attracted 
persons from a varied selection - of value sys tems , with the 
notable exception of the aesthetic humanitarian type . 
Despite his sympathetic tendenc ie s ,  whi ch could arise from 
several of the other value systems , thi s  type of  person is  
not humanitarian enough to ignore the impinging of an 
unmeasured attitude toward work upon his feelings about 
we lfare . The significantly high negative correlation 
(r=- . 3 3 )  between the first value sys tem and thi s  we l fare 
attitude supports this conclus ion . A set of po s sible 
pos itive corre lations between this attitude and three other 
value systems are of some interest . Some of the dis sonance 
in the value structure of the reflective pragmatist (r= . 2 2 )  
and the religious pessimi st (r= . 2 5 )  may be expres sed in 
this  ambivalent attitude . Simi larly , the important 
secondary concern with social betternment expres sed by the 
scientific phi losopher may account for thi s sl ight as sociation 
of . 2 4 with the ambivalent work ethi c .  
Va lue sys tems manifest themse lve s i n  the pure 
humanitarian attitude primarily through a negative correla­
tion (r=- . 3 4 )  with the ref lective pragmatist . Thi s attitude 
must evolve from a value system at odds with this system 
which focuses on succes s  in the busine s s  of l i fe with only 
tertiary concern for human or · social problems . The pure 
humanitarian ' s  devotion to individual and social betterment 
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through the we lfare proces s  is  best reflected by the 
aesthetic humanitarian value system ( two of the three - loaders 
on thi s attitude also loaded highest on the ae sthetic 
humanitarian value system )  although there is a surprising 
lack of correspondence between the two in the sample as a 
whole ( r= . l 3 ,  not significant ) .  
There is  little evidence that the most cri tical of 
all welfare attitudinal type s ,  the work ethic defender , i s  
a s soc iated with any one of the six value system types . The 
po ssible correlation with the skeptical arti st ( r= . 3 0 )  may 
reflect that systemic antipathy to social action , societal 
goals , and man himself which might support the individualis-
tic , " every man for himse l f "  orientation of the work ethic 
defender . An image emerges of a person who ded icates him­
self to whatever work he chooses ( artistic or otherwise)  and 
then general izes that commitment to a combination of work 
ethic support and lack of compassion for the possible self-
induced difficulties of others . The fact that the person 
who loaded highest on thi s  attitude also loaded highest on 
the reflective pragmatist value sys tem i s  not surpris ing in 
view of the corre lation of - . 3 4 between that value sys tem 
and the pure humanitarian attitude , the belief structure 
most directly opposed to that of the work ethic defender . 
In thi s case of this one individual who loaded highest on 
the work ethic defender factor , a pragmatic value system , 
oriented toward succe ss of  the individual in the real 
world , probably provides a centra l bas i-s for a pragmatic 
and succes s-oriented attitude toward welfare and its 
recipients . 
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The perplexing attitude of the true pes s imist , who 
critici zed we lfare recipients for their behavior and yet 
defended to some degree their perceived rejection of the 
work ethic , may ref lect a more comprehensive use of  the 
essentially divided value sys tem of the reflective pragma­
ti st.  There was a correlation of . 3 9 between the factor 
loading s  of all subj ects on these two value sys tems and 
attitudina l factors . Although a balance between succes s­
oriented , practical va lues and those concerned with more 
spiritual , introspective que stions might seem useful when 
expres sed in abstract form , such a sys tem could lead to 
pessimi sm and some confus ion when a person proj ected it into 
a specific unresolved question such as the nature of welfare 
policies . The reflective pragmatist constructed a complex 
structure of value s to guide him through the demanding real 
world , the true pessimist may find thi s  system of values 
unable to provide him with a consistent , concise , or 
optimistic viewpoint in relation to an attitude obj ect or 
situation . The relationship between these two systems may 
explain to some extent the possible as sociations between the 
true pe ssimi st - attitude and two other value systems : the 
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ae sthetic human iatarian (r=- . 2 7 )  and the scientific philos-
opher (r= . 2 3 ) . · The ae sthetic and social orientation is not 
strong ly present in the reflective pragmati st ' s  set of 
va lue s while the philosophical element ho ld s a re latively 
high po sition in that hierarchy . 
Probably the clearest linkage appears in the case of 
the sympathetic conservative . Both of the subj ects who 
loaded on this factor were socio-analytic observers in the 
analy s i s  of va lue sorts . There al so i s  a s tatistically 
significant corre lation of : 3 5 between the two systems among 
all subj ects ' factor load ing s . The reflection of the socio­
analytic observer sys tem in a speci fic political attitude 
revea l s  and clarifies the cautious and analytic perspective 
within which thi s type of person frame s a bas ica lly humani­
tarian approach to life . His concern for other people and 
soc ial prob lems supports a degree of sympathy for the 
individua ls trapped in poverty and dependence . The analytic 
s ide of hi s value comp lex leads him to que stion the va lue 
of the work ethic as a genera l rule of l i fe but wonder at 
the same time if those who do believe in it are not bear ing 
an unfair burden left to them by the fringes of soc iety . 
The cons ervative side of thi s  att itudinal type is 
not supported by as sociation with the re ligious pe ssimist 
(r=- . 1 7 ,  not s ignificant ) , the reflective pragmatist 
( r=- . 3 2 ) , or the scienti fic philo sopher ( r=- . 3 6 )  types of 
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value sy stems , a l l  of which cou ld support a moderate ly con­
servative political attitude . The latter two , in fact , 
show an inverse relationship wi th the sympathetic conserva­
tive scores . One pos s ible explanation of these negative 
associations is the lack of empha s i s  on social or humanitarian 
value s in these two type s as compared to some of the other 
value sys tems ; the sympathetic conservat ive does have his 
own form of social conscience . A po s sible po sitive correla­
tion between the aesthetic humanitarian and the sympathetic 
conservative ( r= . 2 4 )  supports this conc lusion . A� for the 
religious pes simist system , thi s  orientation may be too 
pes simistic to serve as a bas i s  for sympathetic conservati sm . 
In fact , there was little evidence that thi s value sys tem 
contributed sys tematically to any one atti tude . 
In summary , the subj ects used the six value systems 
in varying degrees as they organi z ed their attitude s toward 
the political is sue . The ae sthetic humanitarian , reflective 
pragmati s t ,  and socio-analytic observer value sys tems most 
often assoc iated , either positively or neg atively , with 
spec if ic attitudes . The skeptical artist and scientific 
·philosopher type s of systems made some minor contributions . 
Only the religious pessimi st value sys tem seemed to have 
virtua lly no expression in the attitudes . The final chapter 
explores both the methodo logical and subs tantive implications 
of the se results . 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUS IONS 
Methodo logical Conc lusions 
Q methodology proved to be we ll su ited for the 
investigation of two subj ective concepts , value sys tems 
and pol itical atti tudes . Subj ects cou ld con struct the ir 
own unique attitude s toward an ambiguous i s sue , welfare , and 
thereby supp ly the researcher with new and unexpected behavior 
patterns based on actua l behavior rather than responses to 
previous ly defined stereotyp ic attitude s built into a re ­
search de s ign . Thi s find ing confirms the re commendation of 
the Q sort as a. representation of . an attitude ( Stephenson , 
1 9 6 5 ) . The Q sort also was an adequate tool for subj ect 
def inition of value systems . As in the case of the attitude 
sort , subj ects chose from a . broad range of sometime s 
ambiguous preference statements to form unique and often 
puz z ling sys tems of value . preference s .  In ne ithe r the 
va lues nor the we lfare analy s i s  did the results confirm 
entirely the expectations or speculations about what type s 
would emerge . The se d isconfirmations were not s imply 
fa ilure s of all expected types to emerge or failures of 
distribution predictions to appear . Value systems and 
att itude s emerged which were not predic ted , expected , or 
even cons idered be fore the col lect ion and analy s i s  of data . 
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I t  i s  unlikely that a study us ing less subje ctive and person­
oriented perspectives and technique s would have revealed 
many of these unexpected types of persons . 
Although the linkage s between value sys tems and 
political atti tude s were not always clear and obvious , Q 
methodology faci litated the inve stigation of the se relation­
ships . The analysis of  behaviorally-defined attitudes could 
proceed in terms of similarly derived systems of behavior 
and life preference s ,  rather than in terms o f  demographic 
categories . Reali z ing that each type represented a much 
closer approximation of a whole person than is  usually 
available in summari zed empirical form , the analysis could 
shift from specific attitudes to general value systems and 
back , using each as a check and elaborating tool for the 
other . 
The values sort provided several value sys tem type s 
of intere st despite two limitations . First the sample 
included only advanced college students , admittedly an elite 
group as compared to the citi zenry as a whole . Even the 
inclus ion of persons from a wide range of discipline s  
could not eliminate a significant bias in the responses o f  
the total sample . A study which included more varied sub­
j ects ( non- col lege youth , members of  di fferent age , education , 
or occupational groups , for example)  might have yie lded a 
wider variety of  value systems . 
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Secondly , the Study of  Values , as modified for the 
Q sort , is  limited in its range of choices . It over­
represents certain types of situations and pre ferences ; the 
ubiquitous dichotomy between arti stic and business options , 
for example , may have biased the responses . Other types 
of situations and subj ect matters are less prominent in 
the sample of statements . Reactions to some kind of  work 
ethic played a maj or role in the structuring of wel fare 
attitudes , but sub j ects found no items in the values sort 
which preci sely expressed this  orientation . Future studies 
of  value systems probably should avoid the commitment to 
one theoretical framework in the se lection of value stimuli .  
A sample of statements drawn from several typologies or 
schemes might prove more effective . The results of thi s 
study , however , did not disconfirm the uti lity of  placing 
abstract value es sences or ideal types in speci fic 
situational terms . The relative rankings of  the se specific 
situations , in fact , faci litated the discovery of general 
value orientations underlying each sort . 
The investigation of the two- and s ix- factor 
solutions clearly demonstrated the explanatory potential 
of the we lfare sort . Attitudes toward welfare ( and , it 
is expected , toward many other political i s sues ) are not 
simply pro or con ; there are dis tinct and comp lex arrange­
ments of many different opinions whi ch do not fall into 
these categories or represent simple variations of them . 
The we lfare sort al lowed the subj ects to express the se 
distinctions . 
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The wel fare sort could he improved , however , by the 
inclus ion of a larger element of ambivalent or uncertain 
statements to al low subjects more choices between the 
extreme pos i tions stated in many of the sort items . Also , 
this samp le of college students represented a group of 
persons generally favorable toward we lfare . Although not 
a l l  attitude types inc luding a favorab le element actually 
expre ss a totally pos itive attitude toward we lfare (witne ss 
the ambiva lent work ethic ) , a sample such as that discussed 
for the values sort would provide a better look at the . 
range of possible attitudes which make up the climate in 
which policies regarding we lfare are di scussed , chosen , and 
implemented . 
The Linkage Between Value Sys tems and Pol itical 
Attitudes 
The Q sorting operation and factor analysis defined 
s ix type s of persons with similar va lue systems and six 
type s of per sons holding specific attitude s toward we lfare . 
A moderate degree of as soc iation exis ted between the value 
systems and the attitudes in the samp le as a whole . 
Furthermore , specific attitude types could be explained , 
in large part , by re ference to tho se a s soc iations and to the 
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value systems held by those persons who strongly associated 
with each attitude type . Some of the value sy stems , however ,  
were not expres sed in any significant degree in the atti­
tudes . Given the theoretical perspective employed ,  it is  
not pos sible to rationalize thi s  finding by stating that 
some value systems simp ly were not relevant for this 
particular attitude obj ect . By definition , the value 
sys tem should be relevant for all poss ible focuses of human 
behavior and should be especially prominent in the evaluation 
of an attitude obj ect as ambiguous ,  time ly , and comp lex as 
welfare . Poss ibly some o f  the value systems were incomplete , 
· repre senting only a distant approx imation of the actual 
system which might guide a person . The religious pessimist , 
for example , may have expressed only a part of the hierarchy 
of values which . he holds . Thi s  expres s ion may have been 
the best one pos sible for him given the composition of the 
measuring ins trument . 
The linkages between value sys tems and political 
attitudes were present in some degree , however , desp ite the 
limitations of the measuring instruments and the ambiguity 
of the subj ect matters . The linkages discovered were often 
surpris ing , complex , and dif ficult to explain , but neat and 
simp le findings would have been suspicious , given the nature 
of the subj ect and the theoretical assumptions underlying 
the research . 
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The maj or characteri stics of  value systems and 
attitudes discovered determine , in large part , the nature of· 
the relationships between the two . The six value systems 
collectively represent a humanitarian and knowledge 
orientation , one not surpri sing in view of the limitations 
of  the sample of  subj ects . Most of  the value sys tems are 
organi zed around a person-oriented and expressive central 
force , an analytic process of evaluation and answer- seeking , 
or a curious combination of both . Goa ls of  power , influence , 
economic security , and success are , in varying degrees , less 
important . Simi larly , the generally favorable attitudes 
toward welfare collectively are focused on either the person 
or the situation . The person-oriented va lue system seems 
more likely to be expressed in person-oriented ( and usually 
more favorable ) attitudes .  The value systems focused on a 
certain proces s  for dealing with l i fe tend to offer more 
support for situation-oriented attitudes on a speci fic 
issue . · The impact of those more ambivalent value systems 
is much less c lear . · Apparently , they may supply the under­
pinnings to various types of attitudes , as people choose to 
focus on one aspect or another of the values they hold . In 
some cases , people with these value systems may col lapse 
into ambiguity and indecision when faced with an attitudinal 
application for their abstract preferences . 
Shi fting from these findings to more speculative 
matters , the observer can note several pos sible impl ications 
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for American politics . Certainly the ae sthetic humanitarian 
orientation wi l l  prov�de � source in the future for both 
radical and moderately liberal political atti tudes in the 
arena of public opinion . On the other end of the continuum 
of  ideology , it is  pos sible that some conservative attitudes 
and resulting political behaviors may have as thei r  bas is  
the complex value system of the socio-analytic observer , 
a more l iberal orientation than one might infer from reported 
attitudes .  The s lightly misanthropic viewpoints of  the 
skeptical arti st and the religious pes simist may re sult in 
a more dangerous rationale for apathy and sociopo litica l  
d i s illusionment than that which the scientific phi losopher 
might offer for the same behavior . Fina l ly , the reflective 
pragmati st ' s  value sys tem suggests some interest ing 
po ssibilities for research into the behavior of political 
activists and public servants . With their emphasis  on the 
practical side of life and the value of leadership , qual ities 
conventional ly as sociated wi th success and achievement , it 
is reasonable to as sume that many reflective pragmatists 
will rise to the higher positions in many organi zations and 
sectors of American society . The ir pragmatic aspect i s  
balanced , however , by a tendency to re flect , search for 
more spiritual rewards ,  and step back from rea lity . As 
suggested previou s ly , thi s ambivalence may lead to a variety 
of divergent responses to specific political situations . The 
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presence of  this  orientation raises an intriguing question 
about the effects of a value sys tem on the political system 
as a whole . What is the distribution of  reflective prag­
matists wi thin the upper stratum of -political advocates ,  
elected official s ,  and public admini strators in the United 
States? The impact of this  va lue system could be extensive 
on the structure of political action and pol icy-making in 
our nation . 
The results of thi s study are cons istent with the 
proposition that value systems are at le ast a contributing 
source of political attitude s .  Despite the need for a more 
refined measure of values , the application of these pro­
cedures to other samples of persons , and the inve stigation 
of other political is sues , the va lue sys tem approach stands 
as a potentially useful re sponse to many o f  the questions 
raised wi thin the field of political p sychology . 
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